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ABSTRACT

This practicum was carried out as part of the Cross I¿ke Harvest and Consumption

Study sponsored by ttre Cross I¡ke First Nation, Manitoba Hydro and the Government of

Manitoba. It documents the development of a questionnaire designed to quantify the

Lgg3lgl annual subsistence ha¡vesr of fish and wildlife by the Cross Lake First Nation.

The questionnai¡e was adapted from one used in a previous study in the Mushkegowuk

Region of Northern Onario. In order o make the questionnaire pertinent to the harvesting

practices of the Cross Lake First Nation, a species list and seasonal harvest cycle were

developed, and the boundaries of the harvest area were defined. This information was

gattrered from key community informants prior to tire development of the questionnaire,

and during training and pretesting of draft questionnaires. Informants identified 39

subsistence species harvested, and divided the year into three seasons: summer/fall (July

1 O freezeup), winter (freezeup to breal$p) and spring (breakup to June 30)' The harvest

area matched the area covered by the Cross Lake Resource Area/Registered Trapline

(RrL).

The basic unit of study used was the household. This caused some problems with

the administration of the quesrionnaire because of the difficulty of accounting for the

harvests of all members of a household. A stratifîed sampling design was utilized in the

selection of participants for the study, in which households were categorized on the basis

of the time and effort put into harvesting by the most productive harvester in the

household. The caægories used were: intensÍve (spends a month or more at a time in the

bush), active (qpends a week or more at a time in the bush), occasional (spends a day or
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weekend at a time in the bush) and non-hunter. A l00%o sample was sought from the

intensive category, while the active, occasional and non-hunter categories were randomly

sampled at levels of 60To, 40Vo and 20Vo, respectively'

Common deficiencies in previous harvest studies were addressed through the use

of specific methods designed to reduce the effects of resþonse bias (inæntional or

inadvertent misrepresentation of harvests), non-response bias (the ha¡¡ests of those

not participating in the survey may be significantly different from those of respondents)

and double counting (shared species, e.g. moose, is reported. by more than one

respondent). The development of a clear and concise questionnaire focusing on the rnost

recently completed harvest cycle, the use irf locaily respected interviewers, an emphasis

on community ownership and long term resource management, and the stratified sampling

design were meant to address these deficiencies'

Community input also identified a possible gap in the harvest data obtained by the

questionnaire. This gap was that fish harvested under the Cross Lake Domestic Fishing

prognm (DFp) would not be reported in the questionnaire due to the commercial nature

of DFp harvests. The DFP brought a total of 209,783 pounds of fish into Cross Lake

during the summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle, representing an estirnated

21,gg6lake whitefish, 8,636 walleye, 9,864 northern pike and 6,844 coarse fish. These

figures rrepresent the amount of fish which must be added to those reported in the ha¡r¡est

sildy interrriews in order to deærmine the full extent of the amount of local food available

to the population of Cross I¿ke for the summertfall 1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle.

-11-
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

This practicum resea¡ch is being conducted as part of the Harvest study section of

the Cross Lake Harvest and Consumption Study' The purpose of the Harvest and

consumption study is "to quantify changes in the consumption levels of country foods in

cross r-ake and to develop an understanding of the factors which may have affected any

documented changes"r. An important part of achieving this goal is quantifying the current

annual hanrest of the Cross I¿ke First Nation and comparing it to historical harvests to

identify any temporal changes in the harvesting of key species' This information will be

generated through the administration of a native harvest survey' the development of which

is the focus of this research.

L.2 Background

Until the influx of European settlers, the domestic economy of aboriginal peoples

was based on their surrounding naturar environment. Their livelihood. was maintained by

the harvest of fish, wildlife and other nahrral resources in a self-sufficient economic system

(Wagner, 1985). Because of the importance of the environment, the preservation of

tCross I¿ke Harvest and Consumption Study Contract, Schedule A' 1994' p'3'
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animals and plants, üd the protection of land, water and air from pollution were

paramount in aboriginal culture (Smith, 1990)'

However, the European settlement of canada brought with it a commercial, market

based-economy which viewed the "northern frontier", with its vast water, timber and

wildlife resources, Íui a source of great economic potential. since v/orld v/a¡ II, the

development of these noÍhern resources has displayed itself in the form of megaprojects,

such as mining facilities, hydroelectric generation plants and timber and paper plants

(Northern Manitoba Economic Development commission, 1992a)'

The development of these megaprojects in the north has impacted the cultures and

lifestyles of aboriginal peoples in a number of ways. Hydroelectric development in

particular has affected aboriginats in northern Manitoba. Flooding of upstream areas and

the drawdown of lakes downstream of control dams and generating stations have altered

both wildtife and fish habitats, affecting their populations and migration patterns' Also'

Íu¡ access to these remote areas has been opened up, non-native hunters and fishermen have

put excess stress on the fish and wildlife populations, reducing the available harvest for

aboriginal resource harvesters. The result has been that the traditional land use patterns'

resource management systems, social well being and subsistence economies of many

northern communities have been affected (Usher & Weinstein, 1991)'

Although subsistence economies have existed for centuries' their importance in
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aboriginal culture has only recently been fecognized (Freeman, 1993)' As acknowledgment

increases, attempts þ quantify subsistence hawests, through native harvest suweys, have

become widely used. In northern Manitoba, these surveys are primarily conducted to

identify changes in the native harvest as a result of hydroelectric development. This

practicum does not attempt to deal with the cultural aspects of the subsistence harvest cif

the Cross I¡ke Fint Nation, but documents the development of a harvest survey designed

to quantify their current annual subsistence harvest'

1.3 Issue Statement

Subsistence wildlife and fish harvesting continue in the Cross l:ke region.

Irowever, the subsisænce ha¡vest of fish and wildlife in the area has never been accuately

quantified. In order to identify temporal changes in the subsistence harvest, ¿rn accurate

quantification of the current annual harvest needs to be conducted' This can then be

compared to historical hanrests, which will be estimated through the administration of a

historical harvest questionnaire, to determine if the harvest levels have indeed been altered

over time and, if possible, to identify the factors which have led to these changes' The

identification of these relationships can be used in the future to predict impacts on native

communities as a result of hydroelectric development'
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L.4 Objectives

4)

The objectives of this practicum are:

to review tfre [terature regarding the history of the Cross Lake region' the effects

of hydroelectric development, and general native harvest survey methodology;

to incorporate the knowtedge of the Cross Lake First Nation in the design of a

harvest studY questionnaire;

to develop a questionnaire which accurately quantifies the current annual

subsistence harvest of the Cross Lake First Nation and addresses the shortcomings

of other questionnaire based harvest studies; and

to fill gaps in the study of fish harvests by estimating the amount of fish made

availabte to Cross Lake by the Cross Lake Domestic Fishing Program (DFP)'

1)

2)

3)

1.5 Brief Statement of Methods

The development of the cross Lake current Annual Harvest study Questionnaire

entailed compiling a subsistence species list for the cross Lake First Narion, developing

a seasonal cycle for these species, determining the geographic boundaries of Cross'Lake

harvesting practices, training interviewers and pretesting the questionnaire' A stratiñed

nitv hârvests- Details on the
sampling design was used for determining total community harvests' Det

methodology for developing the questionnaire and stratifying the community are described

in Chapter 3.

t'U
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1.6 Definition of Terms

Aefive hlrnter

An active hunter regularly engages in harvesting activities during the annual cycle,

spending a week or more at a time in the bush'

Iìnnhle eounfing

Double counting occurs when the same harvest is reported by more than one respondent'

T{a rr¡ester noDt r I a ti on

The harvester population of a community is that portion of the total population that

consists of potential hunters. The harvester population in this study will include males l6

years of age or older and female heads of households'

Tnfnrmant fatigrre

Informant fatigue occurs when informants have been subjected to too many questions

and/or questionnaires. As a result, informants may provide inaccurate responses or refuse

to participate in the survey altogether.

Tntensive hrrnter

An intensive hunter regularly engages in harvesting activities during the annual cycle'

spending a month or more at a time in the bush'
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Nntive harrrest srrr-vey

Native harvest surveys ÍÌre surveys or questionnaifes designed to produce quantitative

esdmates of the harvest of fish and wildlife species by a certain group of people' or in a

specific ¿uea, over a given period of time (usher & wenzel, 1986).

Non-hlrnter

A non-hunter does not harvest any country foods'

Non-reqfnnse hies

Non-reqponse bias refers to the possibility that the harvests of those who do not participate

in the study may be significantly different than the harvests of participants, and rnay skew

projectedcommunityharvesttotals(UsherandWenzel,lgST).

Oce^qinnel hlrnfer

An occasionar hunter inegularry engages in harvesting activities during the annual cycle,

spending a day or weekend at a time in the bush'

Prcüeeted nlrmhers

projected numbers are the community wide estimates extraporated from the reported

numbers in the samPling.
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Ranrlom s^mFling

In random sampling, every member of the sample population has an equal chance of being

selected.

ReForfe.l ntrmherq

Reported numbers are the actual numbers reported by the people covered in the survey'

ReqFonse hies

Response bias refers to the possibility that the true answer to a question is different from

the answer provided by the respondent, whether intentional or inadvertent (usher &

Wenzel, 1987).

ResFonse hlrrrlen

Response burden is a condition which results in inaccuracies and other problems caused

by a long or otherwise inappropriate questionnaire and/or its administration (see also

informant fatigue).

Stratifie'l renrlom srmpling

As used in the present Sdy, stratified random sampling is a sampling procedure in which

the whole population is divided into strata characterized by different levels of involvement

in the hunting, fishing, trapping economy Each of these strata is randomly sampled' In

this study, the hunter population was stratified into four groups (intensive' active'
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occasional or non-hunær). To increase the accuracy of the study, the intensive and active

caægories were sampled more fully, with a L00% sample of intensive harvesters, and the

community harvest projection adjusted accordingly. This ensured accurate rePresentation

of the entire communitY

Suhsistence-han¿est

Subsistence resource harvesting refers to non-commercial, consumption oriented, local

food-getting activities @erkes, 1988).



Chapter 2

LITERATIJRE REVIEW

2.1 Cross Lake and Hydroelectric Development

2.1.L The Cross l-ake CommunitY

cross I¡ke is situated in northern Manitoba, approximately 100 km north

(downstream) of kke winnipeg on the Nelson River (Figure 1). The lakeshore provides

a home to two adjoining communities: the Cross Lake First Nation, situated on Federal

Reserve llnd, and the unincoqponted community of cross Lake, located on Provincial

Crown Land. According to the most recent estimates by Manitoba Northern Affairs

(1989), the combined population of the community and reserve was 3,553, consisting of

2,gflzliving on the reserve and 581 living in the community. Table I describes the age

demographics of both the reserve and community as reported by Manitoba Northern

Affairs (1989).
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Table 1. Age demographics of the Cross Lake Reserve and the Cross l¿ke

Community

According to Band Councillor Ernie Scott (pers. comm. , 1994), the current combined

population is approximately 4000, indicating that Cross Lake is a growing community'

The Community has only a public school (K-9) while the Reserve has both a public

school and a high school, which is also attended by Community members' A Nursing

station is situated on crown Land and services all people in the cross Lake region. The

region is acræssible by both an all weather road and scheduled daily air service from both

Winnipeg and Thompson. Communication systems include both a local radio and TV

station, as well as telephone, postal services and a local newspaper. The region is serviced

by Manitoba Hydro, and police (both R.C.M.P. and a First Nations police force), fire and

ambulance services are provided (Northern Manitoba Economic Development

Commission, L992a)-

Age group (years) 19E5 CommunitY 1987 Reserve

0-4 84 370

5-14 136 753

15-19 73 339

20-24 6l 339

25-34 82 523

35-64 lL7 536

65 and over 24 Lt2

Age not stated 4 0

TOTAL a 58r 2972
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Historically, the Cross I¿ke area was an important location along both the

north/south and east/west trade routes. It also provided a summer location for Cree

krdia¡rs to fish. Because of its location, the Hudson's Bay Company established a trading

post at Cross I¡ke in 1884. year round settlement of the area followed closely behind as

Eaders, both white and Cree, were attracted to the post and its proximiry to important

trade routes. Settlers were also attracted by the availabitity of fish and wildlife in the

surrounding area (V/ilson et al,1936). However, many aboriginals continued to hunt and

fish for their livelihood, moving seasonally with the harvest cycle. Eventually, Treaties,

education and health care programs encouraged the aboriginals to settle in permanent

communities (Northern Manitoba Economic Development Com mission, l'992b).

2"1.2 The Jenpeg Dam and Lake lVinnipeg Regulation

One important event in the history of the Cross Lake First Nation and the Cross

I:ke community. was the development of the Jenpeg Dam and Generating Station in L974'

The main function of Jenpeg is to regulate the levels of Lake Winnipeg, creating a natural

reservoir for the Nelson River system, which cunently generates about 75Vo of Manitoba's

hydroelectric power (Manitoba Hydro, 1993).

Since the 1950's, Lake Winnipeg has been viewed as having great potential to

provide hydroelectric power for the Province of Manitoba. This was an offshoot of the

originat plan to regulate the levels of Lake V/innipeg as a method of flood control
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downsEeam from the lake (wilson et al,1986). Lake winnipeg Regulation (LwR) was

also considered to be beneficial because of the seasonal disparity between natural Lake

Winnipeg outflows and the seasonal electricity demands of the province. LWR would

allow for summer outflows into the Nelson River to be reduced while water was stored in

1,ke Winnipeg. OuÉlows could then be increased during the fall and winter months when

they were traditionally low and electricity demands were high (Manitoba Hydro, 1993)'

kr 1970, ttre Govemment of Manitoba granted Manitoba Hydro an Interim Licence

to regulate l¿ke ÏVinnipeg, ioltowed by a Supplementary Interim Licence granted in 1972.

However, as Wilson et al (1986) note, these licences failed to acknowledge any damage

that may occur downstream of the Jenpeg Generating Station. To wit:

. The maximum allowable elevation of Lake Winnipeg was set at 7I5'

el7.93n) above sea level (ASL). If lake levels rose above this, Manitoba

. Hydro was authorized to increase outflow from Jenpeg to a maximum,

causing a severe and immediate increase in the levels of downstream lakes.

o The minimum allowable outflow from Jenpeg was set at 25,000 cubic feet

per second (CFS) (707.93mt/s), which was just barely above the historic

minimum flow recorded on the Nelson River. Thus, Manitoba Hydro was

permined to reduce the level of Cross Lake to its historic minimum at any

time during the Year.

o One of the licence provisions stated that the rate of discharge through

Jenpeg could not fluctuate more than 15,000 CFS (424.76m3ls¡ during any
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24 hour period. HistoricallY, the largest fluctuation of inflows into Cross

I¡ke were from 160,000 CFS (4530.72m3ls¡ to 24,600 CFS (696'60m3/s)

over a 54 month period. Under the conditions of the licence, this

fluctuation could be achieved over g days. This would represent a

fluctuation of approximately t2' (3.66m) in the elevation of Cross l¿ke'

As these provisions indicate, limitations on the regulation of Lake v/innipeg

imposed by the licence were primarily based on the negative effects that might occur on

t2ke Winnipeg. Many of the downstream effects, such as on Cross Lake' were not given

adequate consideration in the granting of the operation licence' The result was that

serious, unexpected impacts on the biological community of the lake' particularly the fish

population, occurred. This in turn affected the strucilre of the aboriginal community as

the fishery resource provided them with a source of subsistence, income and recreation.

2.1.3 Effects on the Cross Lake Water Regime

Records of the levels of cross I¿ke are available from 19 L2 to 1976, the year that

LïVR was initiated, fr'foltowing averages, however, do not include data from the years

Lg73_rg75as the outflows from Lake winnipeg were affected by the construction of the

Ienpeg Generating Station.

Pre-LWR, ma,rimum lake elevations occurred during mid-summer' During these
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months, the range of lake elevations was 679' (206.96m) to 680.5' Q07 '42m), with a long

term average of betweeî 679.5' (207.11m) and 680' (207'26m)' Maximum monthly

fluctuations varied from 1.5' (0.a6m) to 3.z', (0.ggm). The maximum average monthly

flucn¡ation was 1.8' (0.55m) in May. This was mainly attributed to the spring ice breakup

increasing inflows into cross Lake. The mean monthly fluctuation for the rest of the

summer was approximately 0.75' (0.23m) (Wilson et at, 1986).

Historically, the lowest elevations of Cross I¿ke were found just prior to the spring

breakup in nearly all years prior to LV/R. During the winter months' the range of lake

elevation fell to between 6n.5'(206.50m) and 67g' (206.g6m), with an average elevation

of 678.5' (206.81m). The highest monthly fluctuations occurred during November, with

an average of 1' (0.30m) and a ma,ximum of 2' (0.61m). During the other winter months,

average monthly fluctuations were approximately 0.5' (0' 15m), with a maximum of 1'5'

(0.a6m) (Wilson et al, 1986)-

Although actual post-LwR data exists for cross Lake, wilson et al (1986)

recalculated the pre-LWR Cross r¿ke data as if LWR had been implemented during these

yeafs. This provides a more useful analysis of the effects of LWR on the water regime of

Cross l-ake as temporal differences beween the data have been eliminated. There are two

important conclusions which can be drawn from this analysis:

1) the normal seasonal water level fluctuations of Cross Lake would have been

reversed, with minimum lake elevations occurring in mid-summer and maximum
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levels during the winter in all but three years;

2) in the records from 1929 to 1981, the summer water level of Cross Lake would

have dropped below 674'. (205.44m) ASL in twenty of those years' 5' (1.52m)

below normal and historically unprecedented'

With respect to the actual effects of LWR on Cross Lake, Figure 2 gives a graphical

comparison of actual data from the 10 years.prior to LwR to 10 years post-LrwR that

indicates the seasonal reversal of minimum and maximum lake elevations. Figure 3 shows

the actual scene of the 1980 Cross Lake summer drawdown.

Besides the severe alteration of the cross Lake water regime, LwR had numerous

other effects on the physical characteristics of Cross Lake which had not been accounted

for in the pre-project assessment (Bodaly & Rosenberg, 1990)' Gaboury and Patalas

(1982) report that the surface area of Cross Lake was reduced by 26%' and the overall

voltime by 53V0, ö â result of L'WR. This resulted in a decreased mean water depth of

0.9m (2.95'), lowering the mean depth of Cross Lake to l.5m (4.92'). A consequence

of this decreased lake depth has been an increase in summer water temperatures in the

lake. Gaboury and Patalæ (1981) also report that LWR caused an increase in submergent

vegetation in cross I¿ke. This resulted in a significanr reduction in the oxygen

concentrations in the lake æ decomposition of this vegetation ensued'
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2.t.4 Access

Access to the traditional resource base has been inhibited as water levels of lakes

downstream from Jenpeg have been reduced during the spring and summer months. Pre-

LWR daa indicates that the water levels of Cross Lake were at least 677' (206.35m) ASL

for TSTo of the open water season and above 680' (207.26m) ASL for 40Vo of the open

waterseason. However, post-LrwR, waterlevels often fell below 675' (2A5.74m) ASL'

well below the historical minimums (wilson et al, 1986). As a result of this decrease in

lake levels, dangerous areas of rocks and reefs that had previously been underwater were

exposed, causing damage to nets (Usher and Weinstein, 1991) and making navigation on

the lake and surrounding rivers nearly impossible. As well, areas previously used for

docking boats could not be used as they were no longer on the lake shore, inhibiting

access.

This loss of access had drastic effects not only on the Cross Lake commercial and

subsistence fisheries, æ discussed above, but also on other traditional activities of the

Cross l-ake First Nation due to the historical reliance of the Cross Lake community on the

lake and river systems of the area. These water systems afforded members of the

community access to the resources of the area' providing food and materials for

subsisænce purposes as well as recreational opportunities. \ililson et al (1986) report that

members of the community would often travel as far as 60 miles from the community for

hunting, trapping, fishing and recreation depending solely on the navigability of Cross
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I:ke, the Minago, Nelson, Echimamish and v/alker Rivers, and v/alker and sipiwesk

I¿kes for transportation. As these water bodies were subjected to the effects of summer

lake drawdown, the cros l¿ke First Nation lost access to their traditional land use ar€as.

In order to pursue these raditional activities, community members were required to travel

gfater distances, incuning greater costs (Usher and Weinstein, 1991)'

2.L.5 Cross l¿ke Fish PoPulations

Based on gtowth fate, agedistribution and age of maturity, Gaboury and Patalas

(1gg2) deærmined that the populations of the major commercial and domesric fish species

harvested in cross lake, being lake whitefrsh (coregonus clupeaformis), walleye

(stizostedíon viteum), and northern pike (Esox lucius\, differed between east and west

basins of cross l¿ke. Therefore, all literature regarding species composition following

1982 is identiñed bY basin.

The changes in the flow regime and physical characteristics of Cross Lake have had

a two-fold effect on the cross Lake f,rsh populations. one effect of LWR has been the

dramatic reduction of the standing stocks of all species in Cross Lake' Fish stocks of the

major commercial and domestic species, declined from 1980 to 1986, with the resurgence

of some species in the late 1980'.s (Kroeker & Bernhardt, 1993).

The decline in Cross Lake fish populations has been attributed to a number of
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factors. V/ilson et al (19g6) report that the productivity of all levels of the food web in

c¡oss I¿ke was impaired by the reduction in lake volume and area. The decreased water

levels caused by LWR also resulted in a loss of fish habitat and changes to spawning

grounds, making them either unproductive and/or unaccessible (Gaboury & Paralas, 1982)'

Reduced oxygen levels in the water during the summer, due to higher summer water

tÊmperanrres and increased decomposition of vegetration, also stressed the fish populations

(Gaboury & Patalas, 1982).

The second effect of LWR on the fish populations of cross Lake has been the

alteration of species composition in both cross Lake basins. The data sets f'rom these

basins indicate a.substantial decline in the abundance of lake whitetìsh in cross Lake as

a result of LWR. Table 2 presents species composition data from the east basin of cross

I:ke, comparing pre-LV/R, post-LWR and post-weir (covered in section 2'l'9) levels of

the commercially and domestically important species in the lake. As the data indicates'

ttre lake whitefish populations declined most in relation to the other species as a result of

LwR, while walleye and lake cisco flourished. However, since the construction of the

weir, northern pike have increased in relative abundance, while other species have

decreased relatively. Data from the west basin indicate similar impacts'
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TabLe2. Fish species composition in the east basin of Cross Lake over three time

periods

Commercial harr¡ests (Koshinsþ, 1973)

Experimenal gillnenin g (calculations bY Kroeker and Bernhardt, 1993, from data

collected by Gaboury and Patalas, 1982)

Experimentat gillnetting (Kroeker and Bernhardt, 1993)

{.

,1.{.

r|3 13{3

2.!.6 Cross Lake Commercial Fishery

The cross Lake commercial fishery has provided a source of income and

employment for the cross Lake First Nation since 1959 (Kroeker & Bernhardt' 1993)'

As Figure 4 indicates, commercial fish catches on Cross Lake' and therefore the value of

the commercial fishery, increased steadily from 1960 to 1976, when LWR was initiated'

Local participation in the commerciar fishery remained constant at about 15 fishermen.

During this time, annual commercial harvests ranged between approximately 28,000 and

75,000 kg (Usher & Weinstein, 1991)'

However, commercial fish catches on cross Lake quickly declined as a result of

LWR, anributable to the effects of the altered water regime on the fish populations as well

as the loss of access to the resource. By 1981, annual commercial harvests on cross Lake

Speries Pre-LWR* Post-LWR** Post-weir* {. rl

I:ke whitefish 82To 7Vo 2Vo

Walleye t57o 35Vo 24To

Northern Pike 2To 9Vo 69To

I¡ke cisco lTo 497o 5Vo
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had been reduced þ zero because they could no longer support a steady source of income

for the flshermen (Usher & v/einstein, 1991). This was contrary to the predictions of

Koshinsþ (Lg13),who estimated that LWR would only reduce, not prevent' the mobility

of the cross Lake fishermen and that the productivity of the cross Lake fisheries would

be maintained at 90-100% of pre-LWR levels'

2.L.7 Cross Lake Subsistence Fshery

Subsistence fishing plays a significant role in the social structure of native

communities, providing subsistence foods, recreationat opportunities and a sense of

community cohesion, therefore any effects on the subsistence fishery could have significant

effec6 on traditional lifesryles and communities (Usher & V/einstein' 1991)'

Figure5indicatesthewaysinwhichLwRandtheChurchiltRiverDiversionhas

affected the social, cultural and political structure of affected communities, such as cross

Lake through the ross of the subsistence fisheries. physical changes to the traditionally

fuhed water bodies, through alteration of flow regime, damage to fish habitat' changes in

the water quality and seasonal ftooding and dewatering, have impacted the fish resources

inærmsofqualityandoverallstocks.This,inturn,hasaffectedthesubsistence

hawesting practices of ttrese communities. I¿nd use patterns are altered through land loss

caused by ftooding and dewatering. The alteration of the abundance, productivity,

marketability and palatability of the fish stocks has affected the fishing success and hshing
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income of these communities (usher & weinstein, l99l).

The overall consequence of these changes. in harvesting practices of cross Lake due

to LWR has been a direct effect on the land tenure system, the resource management

system, trre social organization of production and distribution and the social well being of

the community. These aspects are all very important in the social functioning of the

community. The extent of these changes, however, is as yet undetermined as subsistence

requirements are flexible and able to adapt to natural variations in'species abundance,

composition and access to resources (Usher & Weinstein, 1991)'

2.L.8 The Northern Flood Agreement

The Northern Flood Agreement (NFA) was signed in December of 1977 by the

Government of Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro, the Government of canada and the Northern

Flood Committee, representing the Cross Iåke, Nelson House, Norway House' Split Lake

and york knding First Nations. As laid out in the agreement, its purpose is to ensure that

alt parties covered by the agreement are fairly and equitably compensated for the adverse

effects that LWR and the churchitl River Diversion Project may have on these aboriginal

communities. The NFA also commits Manitoba Hydro and the Manitoba Government to

mitigating impacts in order to diminish, prevent or improve upon any adverse effects

-F

where possible (NFA, 1977)-
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With regards to adverse effects on fisheries, Article 19.4 of the NFA states that:

I'The parties agree to negotiate, and Manitoba and/or Hydro

agree to fund and implement, a program to provide for

.qu¡tt¡t. compensation of all adverse effects on fishing activities

*itt in the Resource Areas (those Íueas covered by the NFA)'

arising directly or indirectly from the Project (LV/R and the

cnurcñiil nivei Diversion), and to encourage the fishermen in

each community to continue to frsh, by appropriate means

inctuding income assistance and support payments and fishing

rehabilitãtion and improvement and to provide for retroactive

payment for adverse effects of the Project prior to the date of

this Agreement."2 (parentheses added)

As per this portion of the NFA, the Cross Lake First Nation has been receiving

compensation payments from Manitoba Hydro and Manitoba Northern Affairs for the loss

of both the subsistence and commercial flrsheries as a result of LWR'

2.1.9 The Cross Lake Outlet Weir

As part of the ',fishing rehabilitation and improvement" clause of Article 19.4 of

the NFA, Manitoba Hydro constructed the Cross Lake outlet weir, located in the centre

channel of the lake outlet into the Nelson River, in the summer of 1991 (Figure 6)' The

purpose of the weir is to establish a new water regime on Cross Lake which' as nearly as

possible, resembles the pre-LTVR water regime. (Kroeker & Bernhardt' 1993)'

The weir, which acß as an overflow dam, prevenß water from leaving Cross Lake

2Northern Flood Agreement, 1977, p'50'
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Figure6.TheCrossLakeoutletw.eir(Sotlrce:SoE,l993)
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and entering ttre Nelson River if lake elevations fall below the level of the weir. The most

important aspect of the weir is that it can maintain spring and summer lake level

minimums at an elevation that is no less than the historical minimum (Kroeker &

Bernhardt, 1993) (Figure Ð. This is because the top of the weir is at the same elevation

as this historical minimum. If lake water levels fall below this level, the weir obstructs

further outflows from Cross lake, maintaining this minimum lake elevation. The weir

also serves to reduce seasonal fluctuation to within historical limits (Kroeker & Bernhardt,

19e3).

The primary objective Manitoba Hydro hopes to achieve by constructing the outlet

weir is to increase the fish populations of Cross Lake. By raising the summer minimum

water levels on Cross l-ake, fish will again be able to access their spawning grounds and

reproduce. The fish repopulation effort on Cross Lake is also being assisted by the

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources, who have initiated a fish restocking program.

7.3 million whitefish fry were released into Cross Lake in 1992, followed by the release

of 18 million fry in 1993 (Kroeker & Bernhardt, 1993). A total of 26'5 million walleye

fry was also released into Cross Lake in 1991 and 1992 (Kroeker & Bernhardt, 1993)'

However, preliminary analysis of lgg2experimental catch data from Cross I¿ke indicates

that the walleye populations may already be able to support a commercial fishery (Davies,

pers. comm ., lgg4),therefore the walleye restocking program was deemed unnecessary

and discontinued (Macdonald, pers. comm., 1994)'
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To deærmine the effects of the outlet weir and the fish restocking program on the

Cross I¿ke fish populations, a five-year environmental monitoring program was initiated

n Lggzby Manitoba Hydro and the Cross Lake First Nation. Preliminary data analysis

from the 1992 and 1993 field seasons has indicated very little in the way of formulating

substantial conclusions regarding the potential for the Cross Lake commercial and

subsistence fisheries to be reestablished (Kroeker & Bernhardt, 1993).

2.2 Native lfarvest SurveYs

As outlined in the above sections, the development of the hydroelectric potential

of the Nelson River system has had significant effects on the water règime of Cross Lake,

thereby affecting the fish and wildlife harvest of the Cross Lake First Nation. However,

the extent of these effects has never been accurately quantified. In order to identify and

quantify changes in the harvesting practices and success of the Cross Lake First Nation,

a native harvest survey must be conducted.

Quantitative estimates of native harvests over a certain time are termed "native

ha¡vest surveys". These native ha¡vest surveys serve a number of purposes. They can be

uæd in pre- and post?roject impact assessments of development projects as tfrff provide

an indication of species abundance and harvesting effort in a specific region or for a

specific group of people. Native harvest surveys can also be used to develop local

resource management and allocation strategies, economic planning in communities who
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rely on the subsistence harvest, and impact mitigation and/or compensation programs

(Usher & V/enzel, 198Ð.

2.2.L Previous Studies in Cross Lake

Data used in early native harvest surveys were obtained primarily through one of

three sources: adminirtotiu, data sets, individual investigations reported in the social

science or biological literature and area economic surveys (Berkes, 1989). Since the early

1970's, comprehensive native harvest surveys have been conducted throughout most of

northern Canada, focusing particularly on Quebec and the Northwest Territories. These

surveys have been used to identify and quantify the impacts of development projects on

aboriginal communities as well as in the preparation of aboriginal land settlement claims

(Usher & Weinstein, 1991). However, "although Treaty Indians exercise their right to

hunt for subsistence throughout Manitoba, neither the harvest. by sPecies nor the

geographic breakdown of the harvest is routinely or systematically assessed".3 Indeed,

only one native harvest survey focusing on northern Manitoba communities has been

performed, that by Wagner in 1985.

The objective of Vy'agner's study was to provide an accurate assessment of the

subsistence fish and wildlife harvests of t0 northern Manitoba communities in order to

3state of the Environment Report for Manitoba, 1993, p'72'
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determine the significance of the subsistence harvesting in Manitoba's aboriginal

communities. The communihes Wagner suweyed were Berens River, Brokenhead, Cross

I:ke, Hollow River, Mathias Colomb (at Puløøwagan), Pine Creek, Rolling River, Sioux

Valley, Split 1¿ke and The Pas. Through the administration of questionnaires in the 10

communities, which included cluster bands around the aforementioned communities,

rwagner collected daa on the consumption of fish and wildlife by household and calculated

the per capita consumption of food and monetary value of consumption for each of the

communities.

One of the most interesting poins that Wagner inferred from his study was that the

two communities with the lowest per capita consumption of subsistence foods (disregarding

those communities surrounded by agricultural land who had limited access to f,rsh and

wildlife), were Cross I¿ke and Split Lake (Table 3). Out of the l0 communities, these

were the only two affected directly by hydroelectric development, as they are on the

Nelson River system and therefore are affected by the I¿ke Winnipeg Regulation/Churchill

River Diversion project. Although Wagner's study design did not enable him to conclude

that there was a causal relationship between hydroelectric development and the low per

capita consumption of subsistence foods in those communities, feedback from members

of the Cross I¿ke community following the completion of the survey indrcated that they

felt that ,'the decreased water level caused by the construction of the hydro generating

station at Jenpeg has had a severe effect on local moose, fish and waterfowl...Because of

ttre decrease in the local moose population, Band members sometimes hunt for moose far
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Table 3" Surveyed Bands Consumption and Distribution of Fish and Game.

Band Íotal Consuagtion
All Spccies (lÞ)

Por Capita
Consno¡ltion (lb)

Pcr Capit.
Di3Èriburion (lb)
(Flsh @itEedl

25

3s

l5

20

35

50

40

45

l5

70

Berens Rivar

Brolcenhead

Ctoss Lake

EoJlos tfaeer

il,¡Ctrias Colonb

Pine Creek

Solling River

Sioux Vallay

splis Lake

the Pas

46,400

11,900

1¡1,900

27 r600

l15 r 0o0

38 r 000

11,700

3.2,800

63,000

119,500

. r¡0

60

35

65

90

90

45

¡¡5

55

95

Source: Wagner, 1985.
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from their own communtty. Some people do not eat fish because they are afraid fish tissue

may contain elevated concentrations of mercury. "a

In comparison to other native harvest surveys conducted throughout Canada, the

results of V/agner's study indicate that the subsistence harvest in northern Manitoba is

lower than in any other regions for which information exists in central, subarctic and arctic

Canada. As Table 4 indicates, the potential edible weight5 of the wildlife harvest in

northern Manitoba's aboriginal communities (excluding agricultural communities) is 52

kglyr per capita. This is by far the lowest subsistence wildlife harvest in all of Canada,

where potential edible weights in other regions range from a high of 410 kg/yr per capira

for Northern Quebec Inuit to 75 kg/yr per capita in the Hudson Bay Lowlands (Fast &

Berkes, t994).

aWagner, M.W., 1985, p.13.

spotential edible weight is based on the weight of food from the wildlife harvest- It
may differ from the actual amount of food eaten (ie. there may be wastage).- In the

James Bay harvesting suweys, ¿u¡ summanzed in Fast and Berkes (1994)' this

catculadion takes into account the average size of animals in the area, Cree eating

habits, and the age and sex composition of animals harvested.
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Table 4. V/ildlife llarvest Studies by Region.
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2.2.2 Methodotogy for Native Harvest Surveys

Many native harvest surveys come under much scrutiny for their methodology.

Atthough some surveys have been conducted in a scientific manner, meeting basic

shndards of measurement and repetition allowing for comparison of data over space and

time (ie. JBNQ, L97&,,b,c,1982a,b), many others lack a uniform and reliable method for

acquiring the harvest data, making temporal and/or spatial comparison of the data

impossible.

One source of data often scrutinized is administrative records. The primary

weakness with this system of data collection is that the licensing procedure, by which

administrative daa are collected, is designed to gather harvest data from commercial and

,recreational resource harvesters only. However, as most native harvests are for

subsisænce purposes, no licence is required as status Indians are exempt, through treaties

and land claim rights, from requiring a licence for subsistence harvesting (Usher &

\ilenzel, 1gg7). Much of the historical data used in native harvests surveys' therefore,

comes from the reports of conservation officers who estimated these harvests by unstated,

and likely inconsistent, methods (usher & weinstein, 1991).

This lack of a consistent and accurate methodology was one of the criticisms of the

Five ye^r Relort tn the T egisl¡rrrre nn Wilrllife, a document released by the Manitoba

wildlife Branch which attempted to quantify the total subsistence harvest in Manitoba. In
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that report, the wildlife Branch based its harvest estimates on hunter questionnaires, hunter

checks and subjective estimaæs by field staff. The results of their study indicated that for

moose, elk and white-tailed deer, females and young animals comprised 75To of the

aboriginal harvest. The v/ildlife Branch concluded that the populations of these species

were in decline as the portion of the populations critical to tñeir regeneration. was being

removed by ,,uncontrolled hunting" (primarily subsistence harvesting). In addition, the

$udy reported that the annual subsistence harvest of waterfowl in Manitoba was expected

to be 10,000 by 1985 (Manitoba Department of Natural Resources, 1983). These findings,

however, were questionable due to the method of data acquisition and provided an

unfavourable analysis of the aboriginal subsistence harvest in Manitoba. The

dissatisfaction of Manitoba's aboriginal communities with the report led to wagner's

native harvest survey. Although the statistical validity of wagner's study is also open to

scrutiny, his methods were more thorough than those of the wildlife Branch. wagner

found that the subsistence ha¡yest in Manitoba for large game actually consisted primarily

of adult males. Also, the duck harvest for The Pas alone in 1985 was over 10,000, and

the total súbsistence harvest of waterfowl for the 26 Bands in wagner's study was ovef

g0,000. Table 5 summarizes and compares these a¡d other findings of Vy'agner's native

harvest study and the wildlife Branch's EiveyearJ.epolt. The wide discrepancies in the

results of the two studies indicate the need for developing and adhering to accurate and

consistent methodology when conducting native harvest Surveys'
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Summary urd Comparison of Wagner's Native Harvest Survey and the

tl/ildlife Branch' s trive-Ye' r RepoÉ.

f{itdlife Brancb l9E3
60 Eands

!.A.R.R. 1985
" 26 Ba¡rds

No infouBaÈion

No inÉonnaeion

No inÉoraat,ion

No infoñ¡acion

ltoose kill 25t bulls

Deer kill 25* buckE

Elk kill 251 bulls
(Duclc l,founÈains onlY)

3000 noose killed
(60 Bands)

L2,0OO deer killcd
( 60 Bands )

lO'000 ducks and geesc
killed (60 Bands)

S2.3 oiffion for 26 Eands*

44 - 93 lb. ¡caE per cagica
cons¡¡ncd ( includes. lish)

SllI - 208 ger caPiÈa fish
and rildlife consr¡ngÈion

t6 - 70 lþ. neaÈ Bor caPica
discribuÈed in coonuniEY

uoose kill 64t bullE

Deer ki.l,l 66t bucks

lnadequace daea base for
eonclusion

1300 moose killed f,or 26
Bands

1900 deer killed f.oc 26
Bands

44',500 ducks and 36'000
ge€se killed for 26 Eands

478,OOO lÞ. fish foc 26
Bands

-

No in€or:¡aÈion

tc Replacement value of fÍsh and wildlife consumed (1985$l

Source: Vy'agner (1985)
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AccordingtoUsherandWenzel(1987),attemptsatdevelopingmorecomplete

historical administrative data sets specif,rcally with regards to native harvests have been

hampered by two other problems. First, the data collected is often limited in scope'

suweys sometimes offer no differentiation between species within a classification (ie'

geese, ducks, seals and caribou), and may, in fact, lack reporting requirements for some

species altogether. Secondly, harvest data a.re often incomplete and/or inaccurate due to

the unreliability of hunter recall over long periods of time, the variability of response rates

(qhich are rarely recorded), and the possibility of hunter bias in the harvest report'

Usher&.Wenzel(1987)concludethat,becauseofthesedeficienciesin

administrative harvest records, they should not be used in an attempt to quantify native

ha¡vests. However, they can be usefur in identifying trends in native harvests with regards

to particular key species. use of administrative records to survey the historical harvests

of aboriginar communities can prove useful in recognizing the effects of unnatural changes

to the environment (such as deveropment projects) on the traditional harvests of key

qpecies. Although small alterations can not be identified because of the lack of uniformity

in the dat¿ collection process, significant differences would be apparent'

Reviewing the social science and biological literature as a means of conducting a

native harvest survey has also been criticized. Many projects have been undertaken by

individuals or grcups attempting to estimate subsistence harvests in a specific area' These

estimates are often substantially more accurate than administrative records as they are
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compiled primarily through hunter recall, not through the reports of conservation offlrcers'

However, these studies lack the necessary uniformity that allows for comparison of results

to oúrer harvest surveys because they are undertaken by separate groups who are motivated

for distinctly different f€âsons. Therefore, these reports can not be used in a comparative

manner to accuratery quantify changes in the subsistence harvest (usher & wenzel, 1987).

Although the more recent comprehensive studies may be methodologically more

sound than early native ha¡vest surveys, they face many of the same problems that all other

harvest surveys face, namely the lack of reporting requirements. Subsistence harvesters

ÍÌfe not required to report their harvests, and thus do so voluntarily (Berkes, 1989)'

one method of data collection which would virtually eliminate the ambiguousness

of survey results would be participant observation in the survey process' By observing

actual harvests in the field, the researcher would not have to rely on hunter recall, and

therefore be subject to recall inaccuracies, in estimating the subsistence harvest. It is not

possible, however, to utilize participant observation to any great extent in the collection

of harvest data because of the nature of the subsistence harvest operation' Generally'

hanresting occurs in small groups covering large areas, making it impossible for the

researcher to observe all harvesting effors. Participant observation can, however, be used

to verify the harvest reports to some extent and is useful when used in conjunction with

harvester recall (Usher &'Wenzel, 1987)'
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2.2.3 The Current Cross Lake Harvest Survey

The current survey is designed to alleviate many of the methodological obstacles

úrat have occuned in most previous harvest surveys. The first point.of difference is that

this study will utilize stratified sampling procedures when selecting interviewees- The

ha¡vester population of the Cross kke Fi¡st Nation will be stratified according to intensity

of harvest activities (intensive, active, occasional and non-hunter)' This is due to the fact

that not all potential harvesters in the community can be interviewe/' In stratifying the

sample, reiresentation from each category of harvester is assured. This will result in a

more accurate tabulation of the total subsistence harvest for Cross Lake. This form of

sampting diffen greatly from that utilized by Wagner (1985), who randomly interviewed

members of the community from a list of local hunters' trappers and fîshermen' Vy'agner'

however, may have missed many of the more significant resource harvesters (in terms of

harvest inænsity) in the community and his estimates may be too low' On the other hand'

his harvest estimates may be too high because only the intense harvesters in the community

were surveyed. Stratified sampling in the current study will greatly reduce this risk'

A second area of difference is that the cunent.survey wilt be very specific with

regards to breaking down the subsistence harvest by species' Appendix B provides a

comprehensive list of fish, mammal and bird species which could possibly be found in the

Cross Iake region. From this list, the species harvested by the Cross Lake First Nation

were identified and included in the questionnaire. This ensures that the total subsistence
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harvest by species is accurately catalogued. By contrast, Wagner's study (1985) did not

distinguish between different species of ducks and geese, making his results fairly general.

2.3 Subsistence EconomY

The imporance of the subsistence harvest in aboriginal culture and everyday life

is appreciated when one recognizes the continued presence of the subsistence economy in

aboriginal communities. The findings of Vy'agner's harvest survey (1985) give some

indication of the continued role of the subsistence economy in Manitoba's aboriginal

communities. Wagner equated the per capita distribution of meat within the community,

including meat both given away and received, to signify domestic economic activity. The

higher the distribution of subsistence foods, the more important was the role of the

domestic economy. As with the per capita consumption of foods (as discussed above), the

lowest distribution of country foods occurred in the two communities affected by

hydroelectric development (see Table 3). This is most likely due to the reduced

availability of country foods in these communities. It is most important to note frorn

Wagner's study that the domestic economy does still play an important role in Manitoba's

aboriginal communities.

In the Nonhern Manítoba Benchmark Report (1992b), the Northern Manitoba

)

Economic Development Commission valued the local food harvests and consumption of

northern aboriginal communities at between $500 and $4000 for a household of f,rve over
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one year (based on the 1985 value ofthe cost of replacement if goods had been purchased

from the store). The importance of this evaluation of the subsistence economy can be seen

when compared to the overall monetary income of aboriginal households in northern

Manitoba. T\e Benchmark Repon reported the annual household income (from

employment and tra¡rsfer payments) of First Nation communities in northern Manitoba at

$19,000. According to these statistics, the addition of the sub.sistence economy would

increase the income of aboriginal households anywhere from 2.6% to ZlVo

An important component of the subsistence economy in nearly all northern

aboriginal communities is the subsistence fishery. This is due to the vast fishery resources

available to most communities. . In the James Bay and Northern Quebec regions, the

subsistence fishery accounts for anywhere from one-quarter to one-half of the entire

subsistence harvest (Berkes, 1939). In that'report,'Berkes also reports that the subsistence

fishery contributes approximately 60 kg/yr per capita to native harvesters, compared to

the average Canadian's consumption of 7 kglyt.

2.3.1 Subsistence Harvesting and Local Diet

Because of the. continued role of the subsistence economy and subsistence

harvesting in aboriginal culture, the loss of traditional food resources can seriously alter

the cultural and social characteristics of aboriginal communities. The traditional food

supply provides aboriginal communities with a substantial portion of their daily
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consumption of food and nutients, æ well ¿u¡ a source of recreation and socializing (wein,

1994). Although the consumption of traditional food sources by the Cross Lake First

Nation has never been accurately quantified (which is one of the objectives of the cross

Lake Harvest and Consumption Study), the consumption of other Cree Nations in the

bor€al forest zone have. wein (19a) reports that the cree and chipewayan communities

near v/ood Buffalo Nationat park continue to utilize 30 traditional food species an avenìge

of 31g times annually (nearly once a day). In addition, traditional animal species account

for one-third of the total flesh-food inuke in these areas.

2.3.2 Resource Harvesting and Traditional Ecological Knowledge

The imporance of resource harvesting in aboriginal culture requires that the local

resource users develop resource management systems that ensure the continuous

availability of local resources. The basis for these local resource management systems'

such as the control of the subsistence f,rshery and other resource harvesting activities, is

traditional ecological knowledge GEK)'

TEK is based on observation and experience gathered over many generations. over

this time, aboriginat communities have developed a strong understanding of the long term

relationships that are inherent in ecosystems and important for their preservation. By

ap,plying TEK to natural resource management, traditional communities have been able to

use resources efficiently and sustainably'
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One of the main problems with many past scientific studies is that TEK has not

been given credibility within the scientific community as a viable source of information'

It is obvious to the scientist that local traditional resource users have immense knowledge

and experience with regard O their immediate environment, as TEK has been accumulated

and pasæd down through the generations and is based on first hand experience (Johannes,

19g9). The results of this detailed knowledge are evident in the fishing success of the

Robinson-Huron Treaty area of Ontario, as reported in Berkes (1989). Reports from this

a¡ea indicate that the native subsistence fishery, utilizing all methods, is 2l times more

productive per person-day of effort compared to non-native recreational angling' When

only angling by natives is considered, the native fishery is still over four times as

productive.

It has, however, taken the scientists a long time to rcalize that this vast source of

information has been available to them (Johannes, 1989). Therefore, the role of the

scientist in native resource use studies should be to recognize that there is a problem' but

not be asked to provide answers using his or her own knowledge (Ludwig et aI, 1993)'

fohannes (1989) emphasizes using TEK to assist the scientist in asking the right questions

and understanding where and when to look for answers.
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2.4 SummarY and Conclusions

The subsistence harvest of many aboriginal communities, including Cross Lake,

continues to be an important part of the local culture, providing food, recreation and a

source of sociat gathering. It is also the basis of the local economy in many of these

communities. Because of these roles, effects on the subsistence harvest caused by the

development of northern resources will invariably affect the community'

Native harvest surveys are a method of quantifying the subsistence harvest by

species over a geographic area. These surveys can then be used to identify and quantify

changes in the ,úbrirt.n.. harvest. However, in order to be useful for temporal and/or

qpatial comparison, surveys must be comprehensive and designed so that they are accurate

and statistically valid. The current study will build on the experience of previous surveys'

using the knowledge and experience of local resource harvesters as its basis for

information, to address the methodological problems that often restrict the usefulness of

other studies. The result will be ¿Ln accurate quantirrcation of the current harvest of the

cross l¡ke First Nation that will allow for comparison to other studies' These

comparisons can then assist in identifying the possible effects of future developments

which may impact other aboriginal communities'
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METHODS

3.1 Introduction

The Cross I¿ke Current Annual Harvest Questionnaire was adapted from the

harvest questionnaire administered in the Mushkegowuk Region of Northern Ontario

(Berkes, Lggz). The puqpose of the Mushkegowuk study was to assist local First Nations

with the development of natural resource co-management, self-government and sustainable

regional development sbategies, Partly through the estimation of the extent of subsistence

harvesting in the region. These harvest esdmates will also be used to assess the social and

environmental impacts of potential hydroelectric development in the area' In the

Mushkegowuk study, a questionnaire was administered to potential hunters from the

region, which were defined as all males 18 years of age and older and female heads of

households. Because the large number of potential hunters in the region made it

impossible to inærview them all, a stratified sampling design wæ used' The list of hunters

was stratified, with each person placed into one of the following groups according to the

inænsity of their harvesting activity: intensive, active, occasional and non-hunter' Random

sampling was done within each stratum. selected respondents were questioned on the size

of their harvests for each species by season, harvest locations, hunting s::-cess' hunting

effort and local management techniques being employed' Reported harvests were then

projected for each sEatum and added together to a get projected subsistence harvest fo' tt"

region
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The main steps used in adapting the Mushkegowuk questionnaire for the cross

I¿ke harrrest study were:

1) developing a subsistence species list;

2) defining the seasonal cYcle;

3) defining the ha¡vesting area;

4) training interviewers and pretesting the questionnaire.

As well, whereas the basic harvest unit in the Mushkegowuk study was the

individual harvester, the cross Ilke study utilized an entire household as the harvest unit.

The deveþment of the community household list, stratification and sampling design are

also discussed in this chaPter

3.2 Subsistence SPecies list

A complete species list of all fish, bird and mammal species inhabiting the area was

compiled from reference material. This list was then shown to key informants from the

community who were familiar with the harvesting practices of the Cross Lake First Nation

to determine which species were haryested for subsistence purposes. The completeness

of the qpecies list was important in ensuring that all subsistence species would be identified

and included in the questionnaire, thereby ensuring that the.entire subsistence harvest

would be reported.

The subsistence species list wæ also translated into cree to ensure that there would
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be no misunderstanding regarding harvest data for any species, as well as to make the

study relevant to the harvesting practices of the Cross l-ake First Nation'

3.3 S'easonat CYcle

With the assistance of key informants from the community, a seasonal cycle of

hanesting activities as conducted by the Cross Lake First Nation was generated' The

informants were asked to identifjr the seasons as they were perceived by the Cross Lake

First Nation, and during which seasons each of the subsistence species identiflred in section

3.2 was harvested.

3.4 Harvesting Area

In order for reqpondents to identiff where they harvested species, base maps of the

resource a¡ea needed to be generated. using the information provided by key community

informants as they viewed maps of cross Lake and the surrounding area, the geographic

bounda¡ies of the primary hunting and fishing regions used by members of the Cross Lake

First Nation were determined. The specifics of the mapping methodology used for this

study can be found in McDonald (1995).
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3.5 Training and Pre-testing

Local residents of Cross I¿ke were hired and trained to administer the

questionnaire to the harvester population. Hired interviewers were fluent in English and

Cree to ensure no misunderstanding or misrepresentation of the questionnaire during its

administration. The hiring of locally respected interviewers was done to increase the

credibility of the study within the community, as well as to make respondents to the

questionnaire more comfortable with the survey process.

The training process was conducted over one week within the community of cross

I-ake, during which time the interviewers became familiar with the questionnaire and with

the art of questionnaire administration and etiquette. This training period also served as

a pretesting exercise, during which time the interviewers provided feedback to the study

team regarding the appropriateness and specifrc wording of questions' The interviewers

were also required to interview each other a number of times as werl as key informants

from the community, at which time the clarity of the questionnaire and the efficiency of

its administration were scruti nized. changes were made where necessary to address

shoftcomings.
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3.6 StratifÏed SamPling Design

A stratified sampling design was utilized for this study, based on the household as

the basic reporting unit. This study design involved developing a list of all households

of the cross I¿ke First Nation and the cross I¿ke community, and stratifying this list

according to harvest intensitY.

The use of the household as the basic unit of study w¿ls done on the

recommendation of a community member who had previous survey experience in cross

Irke. In order to sbadry the community based on households, a list of all households on

the Cross l-ake Reserve as well as the Cross Lake Community was obtained from

community records, stating the name of the head of each household' Using key

community informants, this list was stratified, placing each household into one of the

following caægories based on the ha¡vest intensity of the most intensive harvester living

in that household during the summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 annual harvest cycle:

. intensive regularly engages in harvesting activities during the annual cycle,

spending a month or more at a time in the bush

. active regularly engages in harvesting activities during the annual cycle,

spending a week or more at a time in the bush

occasional irregularty engages in harvesting activities during the annual cycle,

spending a day or weekend at a time in the bush

non-hunter does not harvest any country food

a

a
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Following the completion of the household stratifîcation, the size of the sample to

be taken from each stratum was determined using the following figures based on the

experience of Berkes (pers. comm., 199a):

intensive L00%

60Voactive

occasional 4OVo

non-hunter 207'

The above sampling frame was chosen to ensure representation of the more intensive

categorigs and to increase the confidence level of the projected community harvest estimate

(usher and 'wenzel, 198?). Due to the small number of intensive harvesters in cross

I-ake, it wæ decided that a loo% sample (or census) of that stratum could be conducted'

For all other strata, random sampling with replacement was conducted to determine which

households would be interviewed. Lists of alternate househotds for each stfatum (except

for the intensives) were also produced using random sampling, in the event that a chosen

househord could not be completed or refused to participate. Reported data from a stratum

will be projected to the entire stratum using correction factors, and the stratum totals added

together ¡g get the communiry harvest total. This methodology has been proven as an

accurate method of estimating a subsistence harvest (Berkes, lg94), short of interviewing

all potential harvesters which was not an option for this study because of the large size of

the communitY.
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The use of households as ttre basic reporting unit also required clearly defining the

reporting requirements within a household to ensure that the harvests of all household

members would be included in the þal household harvest. In all selected households, the

head of the household was asked to complete a questionnaire. In the case of male heads

of household, the reqpondent was asked to include the harvests of all females living in his

household, inctuding his wife, as well as the harvests of all males who were under 16 for

the entire summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle. Female heads of household

were asked to include the halr¿ests of all other females and all males who were under 16

for the entire harvest cycle. In all cases, males over 16 years of age tbr the entire harvest

cycle were æked to complete their own questionnaires.
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DEVELOPING THE QUESTIONNAIRE

4.1 Introduction

The ñnal lgg3tg4 cross l-ake Annual Harvest study Questionnaire is attached in

Appendix A. The results from the primary adaptations of the Mushkegowuk harvest

questionnaire to ttre Cross l:ke study, that is the species list, seasonal cycle, harvest ar'ea

and pretesting, are reported in this segment of the practicum. The results from the

stratification process are also provided.

4.2 Species List

The complete list of fish, mammal and bird species known to inhabit the Cross

1,ke region is attached in Appendix B. Those species harvested by the Cross.Lake First

Nation for subsistence purposes ¿ue listed in Table 6, with their Cree translations as used

by the Cross l¿ke First Nation. For example, the.terms "mushkegowusipak" and

,,tukooukissipak' refer to falt ducks, depending on the time of year that they are harvested,

and include the canvasback, lesser scaup, greater scaup and ring-necked duck' These

rt.. ,'caá h.r lrmcc T ol¿p hrrnters nnd ;gd in thgterms were typically used by Cross Lake hunters and therefore wefe u:

questionnaire instead of the individual species'

The list also includes five types of berries, which were grouped together as
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nberries' in the questionnaire as it was unnecessary to separate them and simplified

reportin g requirements.
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Table 6. spæies barvestat by tlp cross l¡ke First Nation for st¡l¡sistence purposes and their cree tnrnslations'

Waterfowl
Canxla goose

Malla¡d
Whistler (Common goldeneYe)

Fall tlucks
F¡sh
l¡ke whitefish
Cisco (hrllibee)
Walleye @ickerel)
Northern pike (ack orjackfish)

niska, apish'chishkisl¡
en'inesip
bekawkosip
nrkoorrkissipak, mushkegowrrsipak

attikamek
on¡n¡pr
r¡kaatt

n'toknsew
na¡nao

namoybin
maney'nameybin
nrelato

amisk
w'cha.shk
pisiw
mt¡skwR, usawrsk
wapistan
nikik
sihla¡sr¡t¡

mahkeslrt¡u
maheektrn
a¡rish'chahikanish
ke'kwr¡'hakeow
uchek
anikwr¡chnsh

mooswa
atihk
a¡rislrchi'nrostts
wapiti

akiskt¡w
sehchenet¡w
pas¡raskrtw

weent¡sk
wabr¡sh

anosh'kanek
we'sagimena
inimena
ocleamena

Lake sturgeon

Suckers
Carp
Burbot (maria)

Furbearers
Beaver
Muskrat
Lyrx
Blaclc/brown bear

Marten
Otter
Weasel (ermine)

Fox
Wolf
Coyote
Wolverine
Fisher
Red sçirrel

Big Game
Moose
Caribou
White-tailecl deer

Elk
Small Game
Sharptailed grouse

Spruce grouse

Ruffed grouse

Grourxlhog (woodchuck)

Snowshoe hare (ratbit)
Berries
Raspberries
Crar¡berries
Blueberries
Strawberries
S¡skatoons
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4.3 Seasonal CYcle

Through consultation with key community informants, it was determined that the

hunting practices of the Cross I¿ke First Nation could be grouped into three seasons:

lpring, summer/fall and winter. The spring Season starts with breakup, which normally

occurs during the middle of April, and ends on June 30. Summer/fall lasts from July I

until freezeup, which is usually around the middle of october. The winter season lasts

from freezeup to breakup and, at six months in length, is the longest season'

The seasonal cycle in Figure 8 indicates the time of year that each species in the

subsistence harvest is harvested by members of the Cross Lake First Nation; waterfowl

are harvested in both spring and summer/fall. Fishing, for all species including sturgeon'

is conducted year round. Trapping of furbearers occurs exclusivery during the winter

months. Big game harvesting takes place during the summer/fall and winter seasgns'

Small game harvests, although not indicated on the seasonal cycle, occur year-round'
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!

ã!¡ßI

seasonal cycle of major harvest activities by cross l-a'ke community

residens. shaded areas-indicate when resource harvest activides are taking

pi".., unshaded areas mean no activity (source: McDonald, 1995)

Ã,w

Figure 8
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4.4 lfarvesting Area

Ilarvesting activities of members of the Cross Lake First Nation were determined

to fall primarily within the Registered Trapline (RTl)/Resource Area of the Cross Lake

Fint Nation, with a few exceptions for.big game and sturgeon harvests. The Cross Lake

RTÏ/Resource A¡ea is outlined in Figure 9. The use of the maps that were generated for

determining harvest locations is discussed in McDonald (1995).
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Figure 9. The Cross Lake RTl/Resource Area
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4.5 Training and Pre-testing

Most adjustments to ttre specifrc nature and wording of questions asked were made

during the faining and pretesting phase of this research on the recommendation of

community members. The following list identifîes those questions which we're altered

from Berkes (1gg4) during training and pretesting (other than those where the alteration

was based on the specifics of the subsistence harvest of the Cross Lake First Nation' such

as species and harvest cycle) and the reason for these changes'

General Throughout the queStionnaire, "last year" waS replaced with "during the

following seasons" to make the period of time being discussed easier to

understand. In the pretest, respondents associated' "last year" with the

previous calendar year, which was not the desired time frame.

Identifies specific areas of residence on the Cross Lake Reserve and the

Cross l¿ke CommunitY.

Terms used reflect the types of employment available in cross Lake. "Job"

wæ changed to "wage employment" to avoid misinterpretation as some may

consider subsistence resource harvesting as ajob'

Determines marital Status of respondent and covers all potential responses

by Cross l¿ke communitY members.

Because of the choice of households as the basic study unit, this question

was required in order to d.etermine what the reporting requirements of the

Q#4

Q#5

Q#6

Q#7



Q#8t9tr0

Q#14

Q#19t20

Q#?1
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respondent were. The speciflrc requirements of individuals are discussed in

Chapter 6 of this research.

16 Was identified as the age at which a male would be considered an adult

in Cross l:ke and would conduct his own harvesting (as opposed to l8 in

the Mushkegowuk study). Males born prior to July 1, 1978, would have

been 16 during the entire summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle.

Question l0 identifies the number of males within the household 16 and

over during the summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle that need to

be interviewed in order to complete the household harvest.

Provides information on the type of transportation used for subsistence

hawesting purposes in the Cross Lake region. This information may be

useful for interpreting patterns of land use. The term "domestic" was added

to the question to clarify that this question only includes vehicles used for

domestic (or subsistence) purposes.

Def,rne the current resource harvest areas for geese and ducks, respectively.

Hunting locations for geese and ducks were separated because it is possible

to collect more accurate information regarding goose hunting locations'

Duck hunting occurs over large, less specific areas'

Provides information regarding the collection of bird eggs, identified as

part of the traditional harvest of the Cross Lake First Nation.

Provides information regarding the collection of fish eggs, identified as part

of the traditional harvest of the cross Lake First Nation.

Qn6
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Süurgeon were separated from other fish because this distinction is made by

the Cross L¿ke First Nation, based on the cultural and historical

significance of the sturgeon, as well as their slatus as a food delicacy'

Requires ha¡vest information from the two calendar years previous to the

summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 har:test cycle. Because of ihe importance

of sturgeon, it was deterniined that accurate recollection over this time

perid was possible. calendar years were used to facilitate r'ecollection in

this case as pretesting indicated that harvest cycles were difficult to

recollect for this time frame

Specific mesh sizes are used for sturgeon harvesting, and will give an

indication of the size of sturgeon being caught'

"LaSt falf', "laSt Winter" and "laSt Spring" are COmmOn terms USed by

harvesters of furbearers and facilitated recollection.

Because moose is the primary big game species being harvested by the

Cross I¡ke First Nation, and because of the relatively small quantity of

moose harvested by any one household, it was determined that respondents

would not have difficulty recalling the sex and age of moose harvested'

Due to the relatively small number of big game harvested in any year, it

was determined that respondents could recall these harvests for two years

previous to the summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle' calendar

years were used to facilitate recollection in this case as harvest cycles

proved difficutt to recall for this time frame'
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Generally, small game harvesting is a purely opportunistic activity, with

snafes¡ set out as part of a daily routine or while other harvesting activities

are being conducted. Rabbit hunting is the exception, therefore only the

amount of effort put into rabbit harvesting was asked'

These questions were added as wood and plant products are also part of the

subsistence harvest of the Cross Lake First Nation. In addition to

firewood, trees are also harvested specifically for the construction of houses

and cabins, therefore they were included separately. Also, the collection

of medicinal plants is a continuing traditional practice, and their inclusion

was r'equested.

4.6 Stratified SamPling Design

The most recent maps available from the Cross Lake Reserve and Cross Lake

community indicated that a combined 630 households were present. Table 7 shows the

stratification of this household list based on the harvest intensity of the most intensive

ha¡vester in each household, the number of households in each stratum that made up the

desired sampling frame, the actual number of households that were interviewed and the

correction factor for each Stratum. The correction factor i, tft" number by which the

reported harvest for a stratum will be multiplied to project the total harvest for that stratum

and is equal to the number of households in a sFatum divided by the number of households

interviewed.
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TableT. Results of community stratification, including desired and actual sample

sizes and correction factors for each st¡atum.

Note: There is no correction factor for the total sample due to the nature of stratified

random sampling, where the projected harvest is calculaæd for each stratum

individuallY.

Stratum Number of
households in

stratum

Desired
sample size

Actual
sample size

Correction
factor

Intensive 31 31 (100%) 23 QaVo) 1.348

Active r39 83 (60Vo) 79 (57Vo) r.759

Occasional 26t 105 (0To) 87 (33Vo) 3.000

Non-hunter 199 40 (20Vo) 50 QSVo) 3.980

TOTAL 630 259 (tTo) 239 (38To)



Chapter 5

TIIE CROSS LAKE DOMESTIC FTSHING PROGRAM (DFP)

5.1 Introduction

Through discussions with key community inforrnants, it was determined that one

portion of the subsistence harvest of the Cross l-ake First Nation would not be captur€d

by the Cross I¿ke Harvest Study Questionnaire. These are fish harvested under the Cross

Lake DFp, which are considered commercial harvests by the fÏshermen, and therefore

would not be reported in the questionnaire, but ar€ consumed as a subsistence food by

members of the communitY.

The Cross I¿ke DFP was created under Claim 110 of the NFA to compensate for

impacrs on the domestic fishing activity of the Cross Lake First Nation as a result of

modification of the water regime in the Cross Lake RTl/Resource Area due to the

construction, operation and maintenance of the Jenpeg Generating Station. Under the

DFp, fish are supplied for local consumption and participation by community members

in domestic fishing activities is encouraged. DFP harvests make a large confibution to

the total domestic f,rsh harvests of the Cross I¿ke First Nation, therefore the inclusion of

DFp harvess are importa¡rt in calculating the total current annual amount of fish available

for consumption in Cross Lake-
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5.2 DFP llarvests

The time perid for current annual harvests used by the Cross Lake Harvest Study

Questionnaire extended from Iuly 1, 1993 up to and including June 30, 1994. The

harvests reported to the DFP during this time and the location of the harvests are

summarized in Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8 Total fish production by lake (in pounds) purchased by the DFP for

summer/fall '93 (July I to freezeup).

* sucker, cisco, mullet

Water Body Walleye Lake whitefish Northern pike Coarse*

Pickerel R. 2775 159 1508 5062

Minago R. 3101 286 1392 6034

V/alker L. 11255 3 1538 83 l6 76tl

Semple L. 665 r3768 76 0

Wilkins L. 0 3204 0 0

'¡91¡ffi flbs) 17796 48955 tt292 t8707
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Total fish production by lake (in pounds) purchased by the DFP for winter

'93/'94 (freezeuP to breakuP).

Water Bod rWalleye Lake whitefish Northern pike Coarse

Pickerel R 426 t952 5704 1 96 1

Minago R. _ 379 424 7647 1138

Walker L. 487 1535 4767 7253

Semple L. 0 2815 0 0

Wilkins L. 0 3017 0 0

Bea¡ L. t74t I039 1 15465 282t

UtiK L 1045 13227 4427 2272

Logan L. 0 498 0 0

Cotton L. 159 664 507 669

Fox L. 0 196 133 938

Dugas L. 0 rt97 453 0

white Rabbir L. 67 834 442 0

Whistler L 0 1344 76 0

Duck L. 0 0 194 0

Drunken L. 57 150 423 0

Sipiwesk L. L7 2t3t 113 0

Solomon L. 388 0 0 0

161¡¡g (tbs) 4766 40375 40351 17052

No fish harvests were reported under the DFP during the spring of 1994 (breakup

to June 30) due to a lack of financial resources to pay for these harvests (Nick Halcrow,

pers. comm., 1995).
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Table 10 summarizes the total amount of fish purchased by the DFP (at Freshwater

Fish Marketing Corporation prices) from Cross Lake fishermen. for distribution in the

community during the summer/fall '93 to spring '94 harvest cycle, the time frame covered

by the Cross l-ake Harvest Study Questionnaire.

Table 10. Toal fish production (in pounds) purchased by the DFP for the summer/fall

'93 to spring '94 harvest cYcle.

5.2.! Potential Waste and/or Spoilage

According to NickHalcrow and Nelson Miller (pers. comm., 1995), few if any

fish were wasted once they were sold to the DFP. Fish brought into the DFP were

graded, and fishermen were only paid for fresh, firm fish. Other softer fish were given

to mushers fordog food. According to Nelson Miller (pers. comm., 1995), fish given to

mushers and not recorded under the DFP may have been on a scale of about five pounds

per 100 pounds of fish harvested, thus the above numbers only represe^l95To of the

domestic fish harvest that must be added to the Cross Lake Harvest Study data in order to

Walleye 22562

Lake whitefish 89330

Northern pike 5t643

Coarse 35759

TOTAL 199294
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determine the total current annual domestic fish harvest of the Cross Lake First Nation.

Table l1 includes this extra weight in determining the total weight of fish coming into the

community by fishermen harvesting under the DFP.

Table 11. Total weight (in pounds) of fish brought into the community by the DFP,

including an estimate of fish given to mushers.

It is difñcult to estimate the amount of spoilage that may be a part of DFP harvests.

As Cross Lake has no large refrigerated storage facility, fish are not stored in the

community. According to Nelson Miller and Nick Halc¡ow (pers. comm.' 1995), all fish

brought into the community and purchased by the DFP are delivered (that is, none are

disposed of by the DFP). Spoilage may occur if people take too much fish for themselves

orif ttreydonothave fridges or freezers. However, according to a survey conducted by

Nelson Miller, 96Vo ofrespondents had either a fridge or a freezer or both. Therefore,

it is unlikely that a significant amount of DFP harvests spoiled before they were

consumed.

23749

Lake whitefish 94032

Northern 5436r

Coarse 3764r

TOTAL 209783
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5.2.2 Calculating the Number of Fish Harvested

The unit of measure for calculating domestic fîsh harvests used by the Cross Lake

Harvest Study was the number of fish caught. However, DFP records were kept

according to the round weight of fish sold to the program. In order for DFP data to be

compatible to the data collected by the Harvest Study, the numbers of fish caught were

calculated from the weight of fish brought in. These calculations are summarized in Table

L2. Mesh sizes were provided by Nick Halcrow and Glen Smith. The size range and

mean size are conseryative estimates from gill net selectivity iurves. Average fish weights

are taken from the length by weight curve in Berkes (1977). These weights were

confirmed by Glen Smith (pers. comm., 1995) who indicated the following average round

weights of fish purchased by the DFP:

walleye - 2.75 lbs
lake whitefish - 4.5 lbs.

northern pike - 5.5 lbs.

coarse flrsh - 5.5 lbs.

t
o
o
O
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Calculation of numbers of fish harvested under the DFP from toUl fish

production for the summer/fall '93 to spring '94 harvest cycle.

Hamley and Regier (1973)
Berkes and Gönenc (1982)

Berkes (1977)

The number of fish indicated in Table 12, a total of 46,240 tìsh, represents the best

estimaæ for revising Cross Lake First Nation domestic fish harvest totals, as collected by

the Cross Lake Harvest Study, for the summer/fall '93 to spring '94 harvest cycle.

rl3

t*

t

Walleye Lake whitefish Northern pike Coarse

mesh size used 4V4" 5t/+" 5tÁ" 5 t/t"

size range 45-70cm* 40-65cm** nla nla

mean 50cm 5lcm nla nla

avg. weight [bs)
(from length x weight

curve)t
2.75 4.5 5.5 5.5

total weight (lbs) of
DFP fish

23749 94032 5436t 37641

estimated numbers of
fish

8636 20896 9864 6844



Chapter 6

DISCUSSION

6.1 fntroduction

The discussion of this.research will focus on two elements of the development of

the Cross l¿ke Current Annual Ha¡vest Questionnaire: 1) the use of TEK and community

input in the deveþment of the questionnaire, nd 2) how the methodology used dealt with

bias in the design of the overall harvest study and of the questionnaire itself. Both the

positive and negative aspects of the methodology are discussed. 
'

6.2 The Use of TEK and Community Input

The most significant aspect of the Cross Lake Current Annual Harvest

euestionnaire was the use of *ìrunity input and TEK in its development. Although the

questionnaire was adapted from an existing harvest study (Berkes ¿r al, 1994), significant

changes were made based on information provided by key informants from the Cross Lake

First Nation. This is a case where Johannes' (1989) suggestion of using TEK to ask the

right questions is taken very literally

The qpecies list, seasonal cycle and harvest area maps were generated in order to

make the questionnaire pertinent and relevant to the harvesting practices of the Cross Lake

First Nation. The information provided by key community informants in these areas

comes from knowledge not found in any reference material, but is gained through
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experience and communicated orally, which is the essence of TEK. The development of

an appropriate questionnaire was not possible without this knowledge base.

Input into the development of the specific wording for the questionnaire was also

based on information provided by community members, namely the interviewers hired to

administer the questionnaire. One alteration made throughout the questionnaire based on

this input which will ultimately make harvests reported in the interviews more accurate

was the use of the term "during the following seasons" instead of "last year". During

pretesting, it was determined that respondents. associated "last year" with the previous

calendar year, in this case L993. This was, however, not the desired time frame for the

study as it did not represent the most recently completed harvest cycle and therefore would

not facilitate recollection. The exception was when harvests previous to the summer/fall

1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle were requested, as for sturgeon and big game. In these

cases, the use of the harvest cycle (ie. summer/fall 1991 to spring 1992 and summer/fall

L992 to spring 1993) confused respondents. In these instances, the use of calendar years

was able to produce more accurate responses while still including all desired harvest

seasons

Other qpecific input to the questionnaire gained through key community informants

was that the collection of bird and fish eggs, as well as wood and plant products, also

constiruted part of the subsistence harvest. These items were not included in the species

list and would have been left out of the questionnaire if they had not been identifred during
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pretesting. Specific information regarding harvesting practices for small game' such as

that it is opportunistic and therefore the amount of effort dífficult to quantify, was also

provided through the training and pretesting of the questionnaire. This input from key

informants ensured that only relevant questions were asked.

The Cross Id<e First Nation further participated in the design of the study through

ttre formation of a community Advisory committee (cAc). This committee, consisting

of band members of differin E a¡e, sex and staure within the community, guided the

design and administration of the quesdonnaire. The CAC was responsible tbr overseeing

the development of the questionnaire with the community's interests in rnind, and for

offering advice and voicing concerns regarding aspects of the study which may have been

unclear or inaPProPriate.

All changes made to the questionnaire ißelf based on community input contributed

positively to the accuracy and legitimacy of the overall study. The.information provided

by the CAC and key community informants resulted in a thorough questionnaire that, even

following a lengthy statistical, technicat and scientifrc analysis, did not undergo signiFrcant

changes prior to its finalization and acceptance by all parties involved. The inclusion of

the Cross l¿ke First Nation and the knowtedge of its residents in all facets of the study

design led to the development of á questionnaire that is appropriate for'administration to

the Cross I¿ke Fint Nation. However, the accuracy of results provided by the

questionnaire have also been enhanced by this use of co¡nmunity information through the
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use of appropriate expressions and translations, and through a sense of ownership and

responsibility, as is discussed in the following section'

6.3 Dealing with Bias and Other Harvest Study Problems

According to Usher and \ilenzel (1987), many harvest studies are criticized because

of deficiencies in their development and administration. In particular, harvest studies are

subject to a number of biases and other flaws, such as response bias, non-response bias and

double counting, which ultimately affect the accuracy of the reported and, therefore, the

projected community harvest estimate. The methodological aspects of the design and

administration of this study used to minimize the impact of these potential problems are

discussed below. Unforturnately, the success of these measures can only be generalized at

this time. An interviewer evaluation process is currently being conducted, whereby

interviewers are providing feedback to the Study Team regarding the administration of the

questionnaire, such as whether respondents had difficulty with certain questions or aspects

of the study.

6.3.1 Response Bias

Response biæ refers to the possibility that the "true" answer to a question may be

different than the answer provided by the respondent, whether intentional or inadvertent.

This may be the result of poor questionnaire design, recall failure, interviewer introduced
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bias or strategizing (Usher and Wenzel' 1987)'

6.3.1.1 Poor Questionnaire Design

poor questionnaire design can lead to inaccurate responses if questions are unclear

or ordered in a confusing manner. In an attempt to minimize these problems, questions

in the Cross I¿ke Harvest Study Questionnaire were simply worded to facilirate ease of

undersanding and could be easily tra¡rslated into Cree if the respondent had difficulty with

English. For all sections of the questionnaire (ie. waterfowl, fish, sturgeon, etc.),

questions were worded identicalty and were asked in the same order: quantity of harvest,

effort, location. Seasonal data was asked in a chronological order (summer/fall '93,

winter '931'94, sPring '94).

poor questionnaire design can also lead to informant fatigue, which occurs when

respondents have been subjected to too many questions or questionnaires' In order to

minimize informant fatigue, the questionnaire for this study was limited to necessary

questions. only, resulting in a length of 48 questions which took approximately I hour to

complete for intensive harvesters.

A negative aspecr oi ti*iting the length of the questionnaire to minimize the effects

of informant fatigue was that the questionnaire contained no checks to verify reported data'

Incorporating these verification questions into the questionnaire would have been difficult'
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however, due to the simple and straightforward nature of the questions that were posed.

It would have been difñcult to ask different questions designed to elicit the same responses

without insulting the intelligence of respondents and risking the chance of respondents

refusing to particiPate.

I¡rformant fatigue, as caused by being subjected to numerous questionnaires, was

particula¡y an issue for this study as a number of other surveys, including other domestic

harvest surveys, have been conducted in Cross L¿ke in the recent past. To counter this

problem, interviewers for this study were trained to explain the need for this study, the

benefits to the Cross I¿ke First Nation that would result from long term resource

management and, in general, how it addressed the dehciencies of the previous studies.

The Band Chief also addressed the Cross Lake First Nation and encouraged their

participation in the survey.

It is difficult to determine whether informant fatigue played a significant role in

affecting reported harvests for this study. Interviewers, in their evaluation, report that

reqpondents did not have any oUuiou, difficulties in answering any of the questions. The

only measure of its effect currently available is the number of selected respondents who

refused to participaæ in the sn¡dy. Ten selected respondents refused to Participate, which

amounts to about 47o of the total sample frame.
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6.3.1.2 Recall Failure

Recall failure refers to inaccuracies in responses due to imperfect recollection of

harvests. A number of steps were taken to minimize recall failure. The questionnaire

focused on subsistence harvests from the most recently completed harvest cycle

(summer/fall '93 to spring '94) to facilitate recollection. Also, the respondents were asked

to recall harvests by season, not for an entire year. Finally, as noted above, the same

format was used for each section of the questionnaire, facilitating recollection through

repetition.

The occurance of recall failure is a part of every questionnaire based harvest study,

as it requires respondents to recall specific past events, in this case, haryests which

occurred months or yerìrs ago. Another harvest study method which is also utilized and

which reduces or even eliminates the effects of recall failure is the use of calendars to

collect harvest data. This method requires the harvester, or the entire household depending

on the study design, to record daily harvests on a calendar, which are then collected and

anatyzed. Only daily recall is required. This method of dau acquisition, however, was

not an option for this study as the specified time frame for study was the most recently

completed ha¡vest cycle, not the culrent one.

preliminary resuls from the interviewer evaluation report indicate that recall failure

may not have significantly affected reported harvests in the questionnaires. Interviewers,
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when asked whether respondents had any obvious difficulties recalling harvests for any of

the qpecies, indicated that this was not a problem for most respondents. Respondents also

did not appear to have difficulty recalling harvest effort or locations.

6.3.1.3 Interviewer Introduced Bias

Interviewer introduced bias is a problem with most harvest studies because harvest

reporting is done through personal interviews (Usher and V/enzel, 198Ð. This bias can 
'

occur either as a result of improper survey administration, such as leading respondents

during the interview, or if the respondent feels uncomfortable with the interviewer'

hindering the accuracy of responses.

This study atæmpted to minimize interviewer introduced bias by utilizing respected

Cross I¿ke residents as interviewers and subjecting interviewers to a rigorous training

process prior to the administration of the survey. The residents hired for the Senior

lnterviewer positions, whose primary responsibilities were overseeing the study from

within the community, screening completed questionnaires and liaising with the cross

Lake Harvest Study Team in ïr/innipeg, were recommended by Cross Lake Band

Councillors and had previous experience with surveys conducted in Cross l¿ke. Other

interviewers hired were well known, responsible members of the community with whom

most respondents could feel comfortable and confrdent reporting harvests to. This was

important, since harvests are considered very personal and the confidentiality of reports
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would be cn¡cial.

Hired interviewers were subjected to a week long training sesSion during which

time they familiarized themselves with the overall study and the harvest questionnaire, and

underwent instruction in questionnaire administration. Also, all interviewers wer€

provided with a training manual which outlined specifically what information wàs being

requested by each question and how the question should be administered (Appendix C).

The manual was designed to be used as a reference during the administration of the

questionnaire and focused on the difficulties that arose during the training sessions,

particularly with mapping coordinates and reporting requirements within a household,

limiting interviewer bias and/or errors.

The use of local interviewers had both positive and negative effects on the survey.

As mentioned above, most respondents did feel comfortable providing the interviewers

with their personal harvest information. In many cases, at least one of the interviewers

knew the respondent and would then interview that household. This reduced the chance

of an respondent being confronted by a stranger. Respondents were also insured that their

harvest records would remain confidential, which facilitated participation-

The use of local intervieweis, however, also posed some problems with the

administration of the study. Interviewers were offered a fînancial incentive for every

questionnaire completed. Although selected interviewers were chosen on recommendation
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of key community members and, in some cases, had proven themselves in previous

surveys with members of the Cross Lake Study Team, it is possible that some interviews

were done hastily. For example, a number of questionnaires, primarily those from non-

hunting households, were.submitted with entire pages crossed out. fn some instances, this

included the fint question from a section of a questionnaire, æking the respondent whether

(s)he, or anyone else the respondent should be reporting for, had harvested waterfowl,

etc., ovetr the harvest cycle. In these cases, a "no" answer should have been entered by the

interviewer instead of crossing out the question. The high number of non-hunting

households interviewed (the only category to have reached the desired sample size) also

may be an indicator that, in some inslances, interviewers chose easier and less time

consuming households to interview rather than intensive, active or occasional resource

harvesters.

The study was also affected by the resignation from the study of the first Senior

Interviewer due to other commitments. A comparison of questionnaires received by the

Cross t¿ke Study Team and invoices submitted by interviewers for completed

questionnaires indicates a discrepancy of 15 questionnaires. It is likely that at least some

of these questionnaires were completed and paid for, but not submitted for analysis

following the Senior Interviewer's resignation. In particular, this affected one intensive

household, for which questionnaires were reportedly completed but were not submitted.

In this and other similar cases, interviewers did not want to return to households to redo

interviews out of a sense of decency to the respondent. As the intensive category was
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subjected to a l00q/o sample, no alternates were available

Finally, according to the interviewer evaluation, as the study progressed and the

number of households available to be interviewed decreased, some interviewers became

frustrated by the lack of work and chose to resign. The lack of a continuous source of

income was also Eoublesome if inærviewers were able to find other steady employment

and were therefore forced to resign. In total, eight community interviewers were utilized

for this survey during i¡5 administration, whereas an original group of three were trained'

Training of newly hired interviewers had to be conducted in the community by the Senior

Interviewer without the æsistance of the Cross kke Study Team. This may have affected

the ability of newly hired interviewers to understand and properly administer

questionnaires.

Most of the problems caused by the use of community interviewers could have been

resolved had a member of the Cross Lake Study Team been present throughout the

administration of the surveys. Interviewer feedback indicates that they would have liked

to have had weekly meetings with a member of the cross Lake study Team, where

concerns and issues could be raised while they were still fresh in their minds' The

presence of a coordinator from the Cross kke Study Team may also have limited the

amount of non-hunting households interviewed, relative to the other harvest intensity

categories, as interviewers could have been assigned specific households' Unfortunately'

due to the lengthy questionnaire development process, time constraints on the researcher'
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and budgetary constraints on the project, it was not possible for a member of the team to

be present in the community throughout the administration of the questionnair€. Although

daily telephone contact was maintained with the Senior Interviewer, personal contact

would have been more effective in dealing with problems as they arose. In future harvest

studies, this researcher would recommend the continuous presence in the community of

a study team member to act ¿ls an administrator and coordinator.

6.3.L.4 Strategizing

strategizing or strategic bias refers to instances where the respondent can realize

personal gains by providing inaccurate responses to questions. This may have been an

issue in this study as the residents of Cross Lake were aware of the fact that the results of

the study were to be used in negotiations with Manitoba Hydro and the Province of

Manitoba. To minimize strategizing, it was stressed to the community that the study wæ

being conducted by and for the residents of Cross Lake, and that results of the study were

important for devising a long term local fîsh and wildlife management plan in the Cross

1,ke region. Because of the importance of subsistence harvesting activities in the culture

of aboriginal communities and their interest in preserving domestic harvesting possibilities

for the future, it was felt that this would discourage respondents from intentionally

misrepresenting their harvests. It is also important to note that the questionnaire made no

mention of negotiation or compensation.
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Sraægizing could have been further reduced through the use of backup questions

designed to elicit the same information. However, as noted above with regards to

informant fatigue, it was felt that the accuracy of results would have been compromised

by the addition of more questions. The interviewer evaluation reports indicate that

strategizing may only have been a problem for sturgeon haryests, Íls some respondents

were hesiÞnt or reluctant to answer questions in that section. This is not surprising, as the

issue of adverse effects on sturgeon is one of the major points of contention in the

compensation negotiations betwe¡n the Cross l-ake First Nation and Manitoba Hydro'

6.3.2 Non-resPonse Bias

Non-response bias refers to the possibility that the harvests of those who do not

participaæ in the study may be significantly more or less than the harvests of participants,

and may skew projected harvests for the community (Usher and Wenzel, 1987)' Non-

fesponse bias can only be eliminated if every member of a community participates in the

study. However, because of the large population of cross Lake,.this was not an option'

This study utilized harvester stratification to minimize the effects of non-response

bias. This method has been proven to be accurate method of estimating community

harvests when not all harvesters can be interviewed (Usher and Wenzel, 1987; Berkes,

1994). Instead of random or haphazard sampling (Manitoba Department of Natural

Resources, l9g3; wagner, 1985), households in Cross Lake were stratified according to
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harvest intensity based on the amount of effort put into the harvest. Four harvest

categories were used (intensive, active, occasional and non-hunter) with the household

being stratified according to the most intensive harvester in the household. Sampling was

then conducted'within each stratum. Due to the small size of the intensive category pl

households), it was possible to subject that stratum to a l00øzo sample (or census), while

all other categories were randomly sampled, with decreasing sample sizes as harvest

inænsity decreased. Reported harvests from the active, occasional and non-hunting strata

could then be projected to that entire stratum, and added together with those reported by

the intensive harvesters, to estimate the total subsistence harvest of the Cross Lake First

Nation. This sampling design ensured coverage of members from each harvest intensity

\

and that a large percentage of harvesters was surveyed, making community harvest

projections more accurate and limiting the effects of non-response bias'

6.3.3 Double Counting

Double counting occurs when the same harvest is reported by more than one

individual, resulting in inflated projected community harvests. This was potentially a

rrdv because of the use of households as the harvest unit. Doubleproblem for this study because of the

counting wæ minimized by clearly outlining the reporting requirements for members of

each household. Male heads of households were asked to report their own harvests plus

the harvests of all females and all males under 16 (as of the beginning the harvest cycle

in question) living in his household. Female heads of households were asked to report for
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themselves plus all other females and all males under 16 (at the beginning of the harvest

cycle) living in her household. All males over 16 in each household reported for

themselves in separate questionnaires. The harvests reported from all questionnaires in a

household were then added together to get the total household harvest. Interviewers

understood these requirements, and were trained to remind participants of their reporting

requirements before conducting as well as throughout the administration of the

questionnaire. This information was also outlined in the interviewer training manual

(Appendix C) to avoid possible mistakes.

There are two negative aspects æsociated with the choice of households as the basic

unit for this study. The first is that heads of households, whether male or female, we're

required to report not only their own harvests, but also the harvests of all males under 16

as well as all other females living in that household. It is therefore likely that the harvest

reported by the head of household would be somewhat inaccurate as (s)he would have to

estimate these other harvests. As is indicated in the community profile in section 2.1.1

of this document, the most recent estimates from the Cross Lake Reserve and Community

indicaæ fhat3BVo of residents are under 15 years of age and would therefore have had their

ha¡vests estimated by the head of the household. When this figure is combined witt¡ the

number of female non-head of households in Cross Lake who would not have been

inærviewed (estimated by the researcher to be 5070 of the remaining adult population), it

is likely that between 60 and 707o of Cross Lake residents would have had their harvests

estimated by the head of the household. Although it was established through key
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community informants that most subsistence harvesting was conducted by the males 16 and

over in the community, the likelihood that some harvests were estimated is present and

could therefore lead to inaccuracies in the study results.

It must also be mentioned that the use of households as the basic unit of study

precluded the determination of the source of the harvest when a head of household was

interviewed, as household heads were required to include the harvests of other household

members in their report. The questionnaire also did not identify the age of harvesters in

any case, only that they would have been 16 or over during the harvest cycle' As

mentioned above, 3gTo ofthe combined Cross Lake Reserve and Cross Lake Community

is compoæd of people under 15 years of age. Because of the availability of public school

and high school education to this portion of the community, their contribution to the total

subsistence ha¡vest may be minimal. Decreased subsistence harvesting in Cross Lake may,

therefore, also be affected by the trend of the younger generation to move away from a

traditional way of life as other opportunities present themselves'

Another problem that arose from the use of households as the basic unit of study

occurred in situations where not all harvesters from a household coùld be interviewed,

either because certain household members could not be reached or because they refused

o participate. This was the case for 14 of the households. The Cross Lake Study Team

, determined that incomplete households could be included in the study if the majority of the

subsistence harvest had already been reported, or if the subsistence harvest of the missing
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individual(s) could be estimated by another household member. To determine whether the

majority of the ha¡vest would or would not have been reported through existing interviews

from a houæhold, a list of incomplete households stating the missing household members

was given to key community informants. These informants were able to provide the

resea¡chers with information regarding the harvesting interisity of missing household

members. Following this procedure, it was determined that eight of the 14 incomplete

households could still be included in the study as either the mqiority or all of the household

harvest had already been rePorted.

Double counting was also likely to occur when big game harvests were repor.ted,

as all members of a hunting party shared credit for a kill. To alleviate this problem,

respondents were asked to report the average number of people in a hunting party for big

game harvests. This was not difficult for respondents since they generally hunted with the

same people. The reported harvest was then divided by the number of hunters in the party

to get the harvest for each reSpondent. For example, if five hunters each reported the

same bull moose in their questionnaires and that the hunting party had five people in it,

each would receive credit for l/5 of that moose in their individual reports with a total of

one moose reported in the subsistence harvest estimate.
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6.4 SummarY and Conclusions

The cross I¡ke First Nation has historically relied on the subsistence han¡est and

its associated activities to provide food and social and cultural continuiry, as well as

recreational op,pornrnities for memben of ttre community. Subsistence ha¡vesting practices

have influenced local land tenure systems, resource management, social organization and

social and economic well being. These aspects of the Cross Lake.uaditional lifestyle'

however, have been affected by hydroelectric development in the region'

Although subsistence harvesting by the Cross Lake First Nation continues, the

extent of this harvest has never been accurately quantihed. The questionnaire resulting

from this research is designed to quantify the subsistence haryest of the Cross Lake First

Nation for the summer/fall 1993 to spring 1994 harvest cycle. The questionnaire æks

information regarding which species were harvested, when they were harvested, and the

location of harvests. The information used to develop this questionnaire and to ensure its

pertinence to the hanesting practices of the Cross Lake First Nation, was provided by key

community informans familia¡ with subsistence harvesting practices in the region. These

informants provided information regarding which species were harvested, the seasons

during which hawesting of each species occurred and the harvesting area utilized by

residents of Cross Lake.

projected harvest estimates resulting from the administration of the questionnaire
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will set the current biological parameters of production for the system, and allow for both

historical and future harvest comparisons in order to identify temporal changes in the

subsistence harvest of the Cross I¿ke First Nation. The results of the study will be

available as a planning tool for the cross l¿ke First Nation for long term resource

management in the area.

Because the size of the ha¡vester population in Cross Lake (630 households)

precluded a full census of all potential harvesters, a sample of these had to be taken. An

important aspect of the design of this study was the use of stratified random sampling in

the selection of participants. Stratified random sampling involves the categorization of

harvesters according to harvest intensity, with each category being sampled individually,

and the total community harvest estimate being the sum of the projected harvests within

each category. This method has been proven as being able to accurately quantify a

subsisænce harvest in situations where not all harvesters can be interviewed, by ensuring

that the harvess of a representative sample from each harvest category are included in the

study. In the current study, 23 of 31 intensive households, 79 of 139 active households,

g7 ofZilloccasional households and 50 of 199 non-hunter households were surveyed, for

a total of 239 out of 630 households in the community'

Verification of results through participant observation would have enhanced the

accuracy of reported harvests. However, due to time contraints on the part of the

resea¡cher and a lack of hunting and fishing parties going out during the summer, this was
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not possible. The projected harvest estimates for the community will, however, be

reviewed by the Cross Lake Community Advisory Committee as verification, and any

discrepancies or concerns regarding the accuracy of the projected harvest data will be

addressed. An order of magnitude check will also be available for the harvest data through

ttre administration of a study which will quantify the consumption of all foods (subsistence

and store bought) in the community.

Community informants also identified a gap in the subsistence questionnaire data,

that being the contribution of the Cross Lake Domestic Fishing Program (DFP) to the

available fish ha¡vest in Cross Lake. The analysis presented in this practicum indicated

that209,783 pounds of fish, or an estimated combined total of 46,240lake whiteflrsh,

walleye, northern pike and coarse fish, were brought into Cross Lake under the DFP

during the summer/fall 1993 to qpring 1994 harvest cycle. Assuming a population of 4000

was sharing this harvest, the per capita value of DFP fish was approximate|y 24 kg/year.

By comparison, Wagner's (1985) study estimated a per capita value of only 25 kglyear fot

all fish and game consumed in Cross Lake. Thus the DFP represents a signficant

contibution to the overall available haryest, assuming that the fish harvested were in fact

consumed. The relationship between harvest and consumption, which is beyond the scope

of the present study, may be addressed in the overall Cross I¡ke Harvest and Consumption

Study.

Finally, the development and administration of this questionnaire addressed some
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of the deficiencies of other harvest studies, such as response bias (intentional or

inadvertent misrepresentation of harvests), non-response bias (the harvests of those not

participating in the survey ¡nay be significantly different from those of respondents) and

double counting (shared species, e.g. moose, is reported by more than one individual)'

These biases, if not accounted for, can have a significant impact on the accufacy of data

collected. By including the knowledge of key informants in the development of the

questionnaire, particularly in the nature and specific wording of questions, and by using

locally respected individuals to conduct the interviews, the study sought to minimize the

effects of these biases.

The current Harvest Study, including both the harvesting and the mapping

(McDonald, 1995) components, is the most detailed such study yet undertaken in

Manitoba. As such, it fills an important gap as identified by the Northern Manitoba

Economic Development Commission (1992a). Together with the Historical Harvest Study

(which was in progress in 1995196) and the consumption study (L994 - 1996), it will lead

to a reliable assessment of the traditional food gathering economy in cross Lake'
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Questionnaire No.

List of other male adult's to be interviewed

EâRVEST SIIUDY CONSE¡WT FORU

CONSENT: X bave bad Èbe st'udy explained t
¡ã- i"t.rvieweð. I uuderstand tbat this i
that f can ref,use to arrslter any questions

The purpose of this study ís to report harvest levels of
iraaitiãnaf foods by the Cross Laká Fj-rst Nation' The study
team from the Univeisity of Manitoba has been asked by the
Chief and Band Council óe tne Cross Lake First Nation to
carry out this studY-

I{e would li}ce to ask you some questions about your land use
ä"a trÀi.resting activities. !{e wouLd also like to ask you a
iär q"ãrtions'about your household. The questions will take
a¡ou€ one hour. Youi ansliters will help figure out l3nd use,
ãii-á"tivities of hunting, fishing and.trapping by the
harvesters of the cross íake First Nation. The results of
ËË ;!r¡ãt witl be used by the Cross Lake First Nation and
;iñ";-pãitiãr to the cross Lake Harvest and consurnption
study, the Government of Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro and th'e
UniversiLY of Manitoba.

you can choose whether or not to ansv/er these questions.
A1l your answers will be kept conf idential: I-!--y?:-1t'riifi"g to be interviewed, yogt_answers.are very inportant
to us. The more people ÈhaL help in this st'udy, the
stronger our docunent will be'

please feel free to ask any questions you may have about the
ãiuay. Before we start, tneie is a consent form to siqrn to
show if You agree to take Part''

o me and I agree to
s voluatâlY, auð

Signature of ParticiPant:

Thank you.



1)

2)

3) Interviewer

PÃRlrICrPAlf[' s PROFTT,E :

4) I{here'is your present residende?
1 = saggitawak
2 = Halfway Point
3 = Wapak
4 = Natinik
5 = Non-Treaty (Connunit'Y)
6 = Sawmill Road
7 = Mission Point

5)

6)

7',)
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cRoss LAKE EÃRVESTING RESEARCII- 1,994/e5

Questionnaire No.
1 ; -

Date of interview
(day/nonth/year)

4

- -/- -/- -765 I910

Code 
-11

Did you have t'rage enployrnent at some point between
July 1, t993 and JuIY 1, L994?

no
seasonal/casual jobs
part-tirne & Year-round
f,ull-tirne & Year-round
on pension
self-emploYed

f{hat J.s your present ¡narit,al status?
t = single
2 = widowed
3 = divorced
4 = separated
5 = married or common law

13

L2

L4

l-

4=
5=
6=

Are you the head of the household you live in?
t = yês, male head of household 15

2 = 1lês, female head of household
3 = ñot head of household

Itr' rr1rr, IN youR REpoRT YOÛ UUSÎ INCLUDE TEE CÀTCEES OF

AII¿ ãDúLT fE!.f.Af,ES (INC1UDIN6 SPO¡ SE, A¡fD A¡,fJ CEILDREN

*ry oN oR ÀI'TER ill'Irl 1, L978 ÍJWING IN vottR EOUSEEOLD.

rF rr2rr, IN yoltR REPORT yott lluslt+ INCLI'DE TEE CAICEES OF

aI¡I¿ ÀDULT rEl.tAfJEs (INCLITDING YOI'RSELF) Â¡ID AI¡L CEIITDREN

BOR!¡ ON OR AFTER ,tlrrY 1, L978 L¡MNG IN TOUR EOUSEEOTTD.

rF r3rr, Go To QttEsTION #11 AND REPORT ONDY YOUR OWN

C¡\TCE XN YOUR REPORT'



8)

e)

x0)
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HowmanychÍldren(bornoDoraf,terJulyL'1978)
ätå îiïi"g in yourtiousehold (includilg-olln
chÍIdren, granåchildren, and other children)?

other than your partner (or yoursel{lf^lot many

ie¡nafe adu1Ls (bãrn before JuIy L, L978) are
living in Your household?

Other than yourself (or your partner) ' how many

ñïå- adults (born bef,ore July L , L97I ) are
living in Your household?

!¡OTE AO XNTERVISFER: ÍJIST Ilf trEE CONSE!¡T FORIÍ IEOSE

}'AIJ8 ADuI.Ts BoRN BEFORE in'fJY 1, Lg7a. TEEY !¡EED ro BE

INTERVIEWED TN ORDER TO COUPÍ.¡ETE TEE EOTSEEOÍ'D EARVESI'

Ir A!¡Y OF IIEESE PEOPI¡E ARE NO1[ AVAIÍJABIJE' l'.fAßE SÛR9-EEE

EEAD OF TTÍE EOUSEITOLD INCIJI'DES AEEIR EÀRVESTS IN EXS OR

EER REPORI.

11) Are you a harvester of t'raditional foods?- ]. = inÈensive
2 = active
3 = occasíonal

. 4 = non-hunter

L2, !{ith hol¡ many Cross Lake households do you
--'. rãgularlY shãre Your harvest?

13)HowmanyotherCrossLakehouseholdsregu.larly
share their harvest v¡iÈh Yours?

16 17

18 19

20 2L

22

23 24

25 26
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14) FOß EARVESIIING PURPOSES' do you use:'

motor boat

canoe

snowmobile

snowshoe

truck/automobile

airplane
1=leS
2=no

15) Do You oqrn Your o$tn:

motor boat

snowrnobile

truck/automobile

X=yes
2=no

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35
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EARVES! RECORDS

EA:IEBEOEI¡:

16)

Vlhistlers
(Cornnon GoldeneYe)

Did you hunÈ waterfowl between July L, 1993 and
July 1, L994?
rn }OU'ARE ÍEE EEAD oF fOûR EoUsEffoLD, REMEMBER To
INCÍJT'DE 8EE CAICEES OF ÀI,L ÀDT'LT FE!'fALES E}TD À¡TY

CEIÍ¿DREN BOR!¡ O!¡ OR AFIER intl¿Y 1' L978'
1=yes
2=no

If rryestr, continue with question #tZ
If rr¡sÍ, r¡hY not?

1 = not a goose hunter

36

37

2 = other (sPecí
-- Co¡tinue witb ques

L7') About what number of the following kinds of waterfowl
--' aia yoo kill during the following seasons?

fall r93 sPring t94 (total)

Canada Geese 44 45 4638 39 40 4L 42 43

Mallards 53 54 5547 48 49 50 51 52

)t #zt

Fall Ducks
65 66 67

Other waterfowl (sPecifY)

74 75 76

83 84 85

18)

fall t93
92 93

t94 
--94 95

About how.many days did you spend waterfowl hunt'ing
during the following seasons?

56 57 58 59 60 6r

68 69 70

77 78 79

86 87 89

62 63 64

7L 72 73

80 8L 82

89 90 91

(Èotal) 
-': -96 97 98

sprr.ng



a
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le) !{here did you harvest geese mostly during the follov¡ing
seasons?

fall r93
(square no. of location on maP)

spring t94
(square no. of locat,ion on naP)

20) fìlhere did you harvest ducks nostly during the following
seasons?

fall r93
(square no. of location on naP)

spring t94
(square no. of location on naP)

2L') Did you collect gul} eggs in Èhe spring of L994?
991=leS

2=no

EIÍIE:

22') Did you do any domestic fishing (including angting) 
-;;; åii =p.ðiå" orher than stuigeon between 100

JuIy L, {ggz and JuIY Lt L994?
xF yott ãR8 TEE EEAD Or youn nousEEoLD' RE¡{EUBER TO

INCÍ.UDE T8E Câ8CEES OF AIJI/ ADI'I.¡T FE!{'AI¿ES A¡ID A¡IT

CEIIJDREN BORN ON OR A3TER ifUIJY L' L978'
1=leS
2=no

If rryesrr, continue with quest'ion #Zg
If |ttto[, whY not,?

1 = not a fisherman 101

2 = other (specifY)
-- Continue wítb guestion #26



23) About how nany of the- following kinds of fish did you
harvest áurin| tne following seasons (not including
commercial catches) ?

surn/fallt93 winter I 93 | 4 spring I 94 (total)

!{hitef ish- 
- -/ 

l- 
- -lLOz rog loa'los 106 LO7 108 109 110 111 LL2 113 114

T:l'¡hee 
- 

t- l- ..1: : 
- -115 rre rrz'rre 119 L20 L2L L22 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27

Pickerel 
- - -l -l- - -l(warreye)rze L2s L3O i¡r r¡2 L33 134 135 136 L37 138 139 140

Jackfish 
- - -/ -l- - -/(pike) L4L L42 tqz' u+ L45 L46 L47 148 L49 150 151 L52 153

Suclcers 
-/- 

/- 
- -/.: - 

.-_ 
-Ls4 tSS tSA'iSz 158 159 160 161 L62 163 L64 165 L66

-108-

Carp
L67 168 L69 .L70 L7L L72 L73 r74

Maria
-/- - -/ - -(burbot) 180 181 182 183 L84 1s5

Other fish (sPecifY)

L75 L76 L77 L78 L79

188L86 L87 199 190 191 L92

_/- 
-

_/- 
-

20L193 L94 195 196 L97 198 L99 200 202 203 204 205

_/- 
-

2L4206 207 208 2A9 zLO 2Lt 2L2 2L3 2L5 2L6 2L7 218

2272t9 220 22L.222 223 224 225 226 228 229 230 23L

24) About how nany days did you spend donestic fishing for
äti-;pã¿ies olher than sLurgeón during the following
seasons?

surnmer/fa11

wÍnter t93/94

r93
232 233 234

235 236 237

spring 194
238 239 240

(totaI)
24L 242 243
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25) f{here did you do most of your domestic fish harvesting
for all spácies other than sturgeon during the
following seasons?

summer/fall r93
(square no. of location on naP)

winter t93/94
(square no. of location on naP)

spring t94
(square no. of location on maP)

26) Did you collect any fish e99s last year?
l-¡:lêsâ--^¿-no

244

ÉJLIBGE9N:

27') bia you ao any sturgeon fishing between July L,

IF YOtt åRE TEE EEAD OF YOUR EOUSEHOLD, RE!'ÍE!'IBER trO

INCÛT'DE IIEE CATCTES OF AIJL ADULT FE¡'ÍALES AND AITY

CTILDREN'BOR!¡ ON OR AFTER .'ULY 1' L978.
1-yes
^-¿-no

If rryesrr, continue with questiou #Za
If rr¡6rr, whY not?

1 = nol a sturgeon fishernanGo to question #33 246
2 = other (specify)

-- Continue with guestion #29

28) About hov¡ many sturgeon did you catch during the
following seasons?

summer/fall f93
247 248 249

winter r93/94 (totat)
250 25L 252 256 257 258 259

spring '94 253 254 255



2e)
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About how many sturgeon did you catch (excluding
commercial cat'ches) in

L992
260 26L 262

1991
263 264 265

Note to intervierrer: Go to question #33
ansrlrered no to questíon #27 - otherwise,
the next question.

if respondent
continue with

30) About, how many days did you :pend sturgeon fishing
d,uring the following seasons?

summer/fa1l '93 
-266 267 268

winter t93/94 (total)
269 270 27L 275 276 277

spring 194
272 273 274

31) t{here did you harvest sturgeon during the following
seasons?

summer/faII r93
(square no. of location on naP)

wi.nter | 93 /94 (square no. of location on nap)

spring t94
(square no. of location on maP)

32) I{hich of the followinq neÈ sizes did you use to fish
sturgeon?

8rr net 
ng

9rr net 1=fes
2=no279

10rr net
280

other mesh or line (sPecifY)
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FI'RBEARERS:

33) Did you harvest any furbearers (includit-lg black/^
uiãri bear) ueiweeñ July 1, 1993 and Jury L,L994? 

-
Xtr fOû ARE fEE EEAD OF ÍOttR EOUSEEOTD, REUE!'IBER trO

XNCLI'DE TEE CATCEES OF AúL ADUTJS FEUA'JES A!¡D A¡W

CEILDREN BORI{ oN oR AFTER intLy 1, L97e
1=yêS
'2=no

If ryesr, continue with guestion #34
If, rr¡qrr, hrhY not?

1=notatrapper
z = other (specifY)'

-- Co¡ti¡ue sitb question #gz

28L

282

34) How nany of the following kinds of furbearers did you

harvest between JuIy 1, lggz and July I' L994?

Beaver

Muskrat

Lynx

Marten

Otter

!,leasel
(errnine)

Mink

283 284 285

286 287 288

289 290 29L

292 293 294

295 296 297

298 299 300

30r. 302 303

Fox

!,folf

Coyote

Wolverine

Fisher

Red squÍrrel

304 305 306

307 308 309

310 311 3L2

313 314 315

316 3L7 318

319 320 32L

Black/brown bear
322 323 324
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3s) How many days did you spend harvesting furbearers

Iast fall ('93) 
- 

days
325 326 327

last winter ('93 /94)
328 329 330

last, spring ('94)
- 

days
33L 332 333

(total) 
- 

days
334 335 336

36) Where did you harvest furbearers

last fall ('93)
(square no. of location on map)

last winter (t93/94)
(square no. of Location on nap)

last spring ('94)
(square no. of location on map)

BTG GA!{E

37') Did you hunt moose, caribou, white-tailed de.er or
other big garne between July 1, 1993 and JuIy L,
L994?
rF vou ARE TEE BEÀD OF yOtR EOUSEnOLD, RE!,IEMBER TO
INCLUDE fEE CATCUES OF ÀLIJ ÀDUIJT FEMAIJES Al{D A¡IY
caxLDREN BORN ON OR AFrER iIULY 1, L978.

1=yêS
2=no

If ttyestt, continue with quesËion #48
Í.f, il¡grr, q¡hY not?

1 = never hunt big gane

337

338
2 = other (specify)

-- Conti¡ue with question #a2
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38)

Moose

bu]-1

cogt

yearling

calf

Caribou
37L 372

I{hite-tailed .

deer 3?9 380

Other (sPecifY)

total Avg # of
people in
party

How many of the following kinds of big game ani¡na1s did
you frarîest during the following seasons?

slft93 vrt93l94

339 340 341 342 343 344 345

347 348 349 350 351 352 353

355 356 357 358 359 360 361

Avg kill
per

person

363 364 365 366 367 368 369

373 374 375 376 377

346

354

362

370

378

386381 382 383 384 385

387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394

39) Ho$r many of the following big grame did you harvest' in

Moose

Caribou

White-tailed
deer

L992 199L

395 396 397 398

399 400 401 402

403 404 405 406

Other (specifY)

407 408 409 410
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40) Hovr many days did you spend especially hunting for big' 
game. duling the following seasons?

sunmer/fall ' 93 wint'er ' 93 /94 (totat)

Moose
ALL 4L2

Caribou
4L7 418

I{hite-tailed
deer ñ õ+

other (specifY)

White-tailed
deer

other (specifY)

4L3 4L4

4r9 420

425 426

(square no. of location on naP)

(square no. of loc.ation on maP)

4L5 4L6

42L 422

427 428

433 434429 430 43t 432

41) I{trere did you harvest big gane during the followinq
seasons?

summer/fall | 93 winter t93/94

Moose
(square no. of location on naP)

Caribou
(square no. of locaÈion on naP)
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S!ÍALL GÂ!lE:

42) Did you hunt or snare snall game between July 1,
1993 and JulY 1, L994?
IF yOt ARE TEE EEAD OF YOUR EOITSEEOIJD, RE!-ÍEUBER fO
INCLITDE TEE CATCEES OF AIJI¿ ADttLT . I'EM,NLES â¡fD ANY
CEII¿DREN BOR¡¡ ON OR AFTER .tItIJY 1, 1978'

1=yeSâ-¿-no
If rryesrt, continue with question #43
If rr¡9rr, gthY not?

1 = never hunt small gane

435

436
2 = other (specify)
-- Co¡¡tinue witU qu

43')

astion #47

About how r¡any of the following kinds of small galne did
you kilt between July 1, 1993 and JuIy L, L994?

Sharp-tailed
grouse 437 438 439

44)

Spruce grouse
440 44L 442

Ruffed grrouse
443 444 445

Groundhog
446 447 448

Rabbit. (snowshoe hare)
449 450 451

Other (specify)

452 453 454

How many days did you spend hunting rabbits between
July 1, L993 and JulY 1, L994?

days
455 456 457

Where. did you harvest rabbits rnost,ly between JuIy 1,
1993 and JulY L,-1994?

45)

(square no. of location on nap)



(square no. of location on maP)

EOOD AND PT,ANP PRODttCfs:

47) Did you collect any of the following for domestic
bett¡een JulY 1, 1993 and JuIY L, L994?
Ir yoû ane irg EEåD OF yOuR EousEIIoIJD, REUEI'1BER Io
INCÍJI'DE TEE EARVES1TS OF AIJIJ ADULT FE!{AI'ES AND

CEILDREN BOR¡I ON OR 4l'1[ER intI,Y L, L978'

Firewood
458

!{ood for construction

46)

48)

-1 16-

!{here did you harvest, grouse rnostly between July 1, L993
and JuIY I, L994?

use

A¡¡Y

459 yes
no

Berries
460

Medicinal Plants
46L

Àbout how much of the following did you harve^st
domestic use between July 1., 1993 and JuIy L, L994?

Firewood . cords
462 463 464

I{ood for construction Iogs
465 466 467 468

Berries crallons
469 470 47L

TIIÀ!¡K YOU, WE APPRECIATE youR EELP !

l-

¿-

f or
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TNTERVTEWERT S COI{l,fE}frS
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APPENDIX B

Biological Species List for the Cross Lake Region
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Rinlogic^l Speeies f icf for fhe Crnss T at<e-negion

F'fSI{

t I¿ke whitefish (Coregorus clupeaformis)
* Cisco or tullibee (Coregorus anedíÐ
* V/alleye or pickerel (Stízostedion vitrew)
* Northern pike or jackfish (Esox lucítts)
* White sucker (Catostomus commersoru)

Longnosesucker (Caosnmw catostomw)
* Redhorse sucker (Moxostoma macrolepidotm)
Sauger (Stizostedíon canadense)

* Burbot or maria (Lota lota)
* Lake sn¡rgeon (Acipenserfulvescens)

Yellowperch (Percaflavescens)

Goldeye (Hiodonalosoides)
Mooneye (Hiodontergisrts)

Freshwater drum (Aplodínonn grunníerc)
* Caqp (ClPrírus carPío)

Lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush)

Lake chub (Couesius Plwnbeus)
Longnose dace (Rhinichtlrys cataractae)

Iowa da¡ter (Etheostoma exile)

Johnny darter (Etheostoma nigrun)
Fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas)

Mottled sculpin (Cotns bairdi¡
Slimy sculpin (Cotttu cognatus)

Blacknose shiner (Notropis heterolepis)

Emerald shiner (Notopis aherinoides)

Spottail shiner (Notropis hudsonius)

Ninespine stickleback (Pungitus pungittts)

Brook stickleback (Culaea incowtans)

* indicates species in the subsistence harvest

sotIRcF.

Ayles et al (1974)

Gaboury & Patalas (1982)

Ayles et al (1974)

It

r
r
I

ta

It

Í
l!

tl

I

tl

It

tl

tr
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MANÍMAT S

RTG GAMF

SOI,IRCE

V/agner (1985)

Banfield (1974)

Wagner (1985)

v/ebb (1973)

Banfield (1974)

Webb (1973)

Banfreld (1974)

* Moose (Alces alces'¡
* Caribou (Rangífer tarandus)

Elk (Certtus elaPhrts)
* White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginíarus)

FTTR RtrARFRS AI\IN SMAT T GAMtr

* Black bear (Ursus anericanus)
* Beaver (Castor canadercis)
* Muskrat (Ondatra zíbethictts)
* Snowshoe hare or rabbit (Lepus wnerícanus)
* Lynx (LYnx lYnx)
t Fox (Vulpes vulPes)
x Wolf (Canis luptts)
* Coyote (Canis latans)
Porcupine (Erethízon.dorsatum)

* American Marten (Manes americana)
* Fisher (Martes penn'anti)
* rilolverine (Gulo gulo)
* American Mink (Mustela víson)
* Ermine (Mustela ermin'ea and M' nivalis)
* Otter (Lontra canadensís)

Woodchuck (Marmotamon'ax)

Raccoon (ProcYonlotor)
Flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus)

* Red iquinel (Tamiasciurus hud'sonicw)

Chipmunk (Eutamias minimus)

Northern bog lemming (Synaptomys borealís)

Deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus)

Meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudsoníus)

Meadow vole (Microtrts pennsylvanicus)

Gapper's red-backed vole (Clethriononrys gappen)

Heaiher vole (Phenacomys íwermedíus)'"-: -'-

* indicates species in the subsistence harvest

It

ll

t,

ll

It

Webb (1973)

Banfield (1974)
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RIRIìS

SMAI I GAMtr

IWATtrRFOWT

* Mallard (Anas plaryrhYn'chos)

Gadwall (Anas strePera)
* Green-winged Teal (Anas crecca)

Blue-winged Teat (Anas díscors)
* Northern Pintail (Anas acuta)
r Black Duck (Anas rubripes)

Common Merganser (Mergus merganser)

Red-breasted Merganser (Mergus serrator)

Hooded Merganser (Loph.odytes cucullatus)
* Greater Scaup (Aythya marila)

Lesser Scaup (AYthYa ffinis)
American Wigeon (Anas atnericana)

* Northern Shoveler (Anas clypeaa)
Ruddy Duck (OxYura iamaicensis)

* Wood Duck (Aix sponsa.)
* Canvasback (Aythya val'istneria)

Redhead (AYthYa american.a)

Ring-necked Duck (Aythya collarís)

White-winged Scoter (MelaníttaÍusca)

Surf Scoter (Melanítta perspícillata)
* Common Goldeneye (Bucephala clangula)
* Bufflehead (Bucephala albeola)

SOTIRCE

Johnsgard(19ß)* Ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus)
r Spruce grouse (Dendragapus canadensís)
* Sñarp-tailed grouse (fimpanuchus phosianellus)
* Willow ptarmigan (Lagoptts lagopus)

It

r

r

il

It

I

r

tr

tr

ü

x

I

It

It

It

It

I

I

It

It

I

It

ll

It

* Canada goose (Branta canadensis)

Snow goose (incl. Blue Goose) (Chen caerulescens)

White-fronted goose (Anser albiftons)

Ross's goose (üten rossií)

Bellrose (1976)

Bellrose (1976)

It

n

t indicates species in the subsistence harvest
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OTT{trR WATtrR RIRNS

Common Loon (Gavia immer)

Horned Grebe (PodicePs auritus)

Pied-billed Grebe (Podilymbus podíceps)

Red-neckedGrebe (Podiceps grisegina)

American Coot (Fulica atnericana)

Double-crested Cormorant (Phala crocorax aurítus)

American Bittern (Botaurus lentigitwstts)

Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodías)

American White Pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos)

Tundra Swan (CYSnus columbianus)

OTTTtrR

Common Snipe (Gallinago gallinago)

Sandhill Crane (Grus can'adensis)

Kiltdeer (Charadríus vociferus)

Franklin's Gull (Larus PíPixcan)
Bonaparte's Gull (Larus phílatlelphía)

Herring Gull (Larus argenmtus)

Ring-billed Guil (Larus delawarewis)

Common Tern (Sterna hirundo)

Caspian Tern (Sterna casPía)

Black Tern (Chlidonías niger)

Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos)

BaldEagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

Northern Harrier (Circus qan'eus)

Sharp-skinned Hawk (Accipiter striatw)

Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gentilis)

Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperií)

Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo iamaicensis)
Broad-winged Hawk (Buteo plarypwus)

Osprey (Pandionhalíaenn)
American Kestrel (Falco sparveríus)

Merlin (Falcocolurnbaríus)
Rock Dove (Columba livia)
Short-eared Owl (Asio flunmeus)
Long-eared Owl (Asío otus)

Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginiarus)

Barred Owl (Strix varia)

Great Gray Owl (,Srrx nebulosa)

Northern Saw-whet Owl (Aegolitts acadictu)

Godfrey (1986)

Bellrose (1976)

Godfrey (1986)
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Northern Hawk-Owl (Surn'ia ulula) .

Boreal Owl (Aegolius funerew)
Common Nighthawk (Chordeiles mínor)

Belted Kingfisher (Ceryle alqon)
NorthernFlicker (Colaptes auratus)

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius)

Downy Woodpecker (Picoídes pubescens)

HairyWoodpecker (Pícoídes villostts)

Three-toed Woodpecker (Pícoides tridac¡yltts)

Black-backed V/oodpecker (Picoídes arctictts)

Pileated Woodpecker (Dryocoptts pileaus)
Eastern Kingbird (Tyrann.us ryrannus)
Tree Swallow (Tachycineta bicolor)
Bank Swallow (RtParia riParia)
Cliff Swallow (Hintndo pyrrhonota)

Barn Swallow (Hírundo rusüca)

Blue Jay (Cianocitta uistam)
Gray Jay (Perisoreus canadensis)

Black-billed Magpie (Pica Pica)
Chimney Swift (Chaetu.ra pelagica)

American Crow (Corttus brachyrhyn'chos)

Common Raven (Corvus corax)

Black-capped Chickadee (Parus atricapillus)

Boreal Chickadee (Parus hudson.icrts)

Red-breasted Nuthatch (,Sir'rø canadensís)

Brown Creeper (Certhia a.mericana)

SedgeWren (Cistothorus platensis)

V/inter ÏVren (Troglodytes toglodytes)

Swainson's Thrush (Catharus ustulatus)

Hermit Thrush (Caharus guttatus)

American Robin (Turdus migratorius)

Northern Shrike (Lanius excu,bitor)

Bohemian Wa.:<wing (Bombycilla garrulus)

Cedar Wa,rwing (BombycíIla cedrorum)

European Starling (Smrnus vulgaris)

Solitary Vireo (Wreo solitarius)
Red-eyed Vireo (Víreo olivaceus)
Philadelphia Vireo (Vireo philadelphicus)

Warbling Vireo (Vîreo gilvus)

Tennessee Warbler (Vermivora peregrina)

Orange-crowned Warbler (Vermivora celata) '

Nashville Warbler (Vermivora ruficapílla)

Black-and-white Warbler (Mn.iotilta varía)

Godfrey (1986)
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Black-throated Green V/arbler (Dendroica vírens)

Cape May V/arbler (Dendroica trigrina)

Magnolia Warbler (Dendroica magnolia)

Yellow-rumped Warbler (Dentlroica coron'ata)

Bay-breasted V/arbler (Dend'roíca castanea)

Blacþoll Wa¡bler (Dendroica striaa)
Palm Warbter (Dendroica palmantm)

Yellow Warbler (Dendroica petechia)

Mourning Warbler (Oporornís philad'elphia\

Connecticut Warbler (Oporornis agílis)

CanadaWarbler (Wlsoniacanadensis)
V/ilson's V/arbler (Wilson.ia pusilla)

Ovenbird (Seiurtts aurocapillus)

Northern Waterthrush (Seiurus noveboracensis)

Common Yellowthroat (Geoth.lypis tríchas)

American Redstart (Setoph.aga ntticílla)
Rose-breasted Grosbeak (Pheucticus ludovicianw)

Le Conte's Sparrow (Ammodranus leconteií)

Sharp-tailed Sparrow (Amnodramus candacutus)

VesperSparrow (Pooecetes gramíneus)

Savannah Sparrow (Passercu.lus sandwichensis)

Song Sparrow (Melospiza mel'odia)

American Tree Sparrow (Spizella arborea)

Chipping Sparrow (Spizelkt passerina)

Dark-eyed Junco (Ju.n'co hyemalis)

Harris' Sparrow (Zonotricltia querula)

V/hite-throated Sparrow (Zonorrichia albicollis)

White-crowned Sparrow (Zonorrichia l.eucophrys)

Fox Sparrow (Passerella ilia.ca)

Lincoln's Sparrow (Melospiza lincolníi¡

Swamp Sparrow (Melospiza georgiana)

Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus)

Yel lo w -h eaded Blac kb it d (Xa n r h o c ep h a I us x an'tho c e p h a I us)

Rusty Blackbird (Eupha.gus carolinus

Brown-headedCowbird (Molothrus aer)
Common Grackle (Quíscalus qu.iscula)

House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)

Red Crossbill (Loxia curvírostra)
White-winged Crossbill (Loxía leucoprcra)

Pine Grosbeak (Pinícola enttclearcr)

Purple Finch (Carpoda.cus purpureus)

Common Redpoll (Carduel.isflammea)

Pine Siskin (Ca.rduelß Pinus)

Godfrey (1986)
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OCCASTONAT SPtrCIFS

Rock Ptarmigan (LagoPtts mutus)

Black-crowned Night-Heron (þcticorax nyctícorax)

Sora (Ponana carolina)
Yellow Rail (Coturnicops noveboracensís)

Greater Yellowlegs (Trínga melanoleuca)

Lesser Yellowlegs (Tringaflavipes)

Solitary Sandpiper (Tringa solitaria)

Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis macularía)

American \i/oodcock (Scolopax m'ín'or)

Semipalmated Plover (Chararlrius semípalmatus)

PipingPlover (Charadrius melodus)

Rough-legged l{awk (Buteo lagopus)

Olive-sided Flycatcher (Contopus borealis)

Eastern Phoebe (SøYornis Phoebe)
Least Flycatcher (Empidonax minimus)

Alder Flycatcher (Empidonax alnoru'm')

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher (Empidonaxflaviven'tris)

Horned I¿rk (Eremophila alpestrís)

Golden-crowned Kinglet (Regulus satrapa)

Ruby-crowned Kinglet (Regulus calenrlula)

Snow Bunting (Plectophen.ax nivalis)

Evening Grosbeak (Coccoth.ra'ustes vespeninus)

Johnsgard(1973)

Godfrey (1986)
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APPENDD( C
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Tntrndrretion to the Reseârch

Growing recognition of the importance of the subsistence economy in native

communities in northern Canada has led to attempts to quantify the magnitude of this

economy. In northern Manitoba, these attempts have usually been motivated by the need

to document the impact of the Lake V/innipeg, Churchill, Nelson Rivers (LWCN)

Hydroelectric Project, for purposes of compensation and mitigation.

On April 27,1gg3, the Cross l¡ke First Nation, the Province of Manitoba, and

the Manitoba Hydro-Elecric Board entered into an Agreement which was affirmed by the

A¡bitrator under the Northern Flood Agreement. Part of the terms of this agreement was

that the parties undertake and implement a comprehensive study of domestic harvest and

consumption of traditional food and resources by. the people of Cross Lake.

Previous studies designed to quantify the Cross Lake subsistence economy have

been poorly conceived and implemented, undocumented, and/or inadequately funded to

meet the objectives of past investigations. The Cross Lake Harvest and Consumption

Study is based on proven scientific methodologies which will ensure the information will

be useful to the community.

The objective of the Cross Lake Harvest and Consumption Study is to quantify

changes in consumption levels of country food in Cross Lake and to develop an

undeistanding of the factors which may have affected these changes. To achieve this

purpose, it witl be necessary to not only document consumption levels of country food

òu.i time, but also to assess changes in the harvesting of country foods over time, and the

context within which these changes have occurred. Determining the amount and location

of current harvests of country food is the first component of this study.

Information about current harvests of country food will be collected by using a

questionnaire, which will be administered to a sample of heads of households and males

who were born before July 1, 1978. When the study is completed in 2 years, reports will

be produced which will be used in negotiations between the Cross Lake First Nation, the

Goïernment of Manitoba, and the Manitoba-Hydro Electric Board. It is therefore

important that the information given here is complete and as accurate as the people can

make it. It is the job of the local interviewer to do this.

In order to do this work well, the interviewers will need to understand the

questionnaire and the research: why it is being done, who is doing it, and how it can help

the Cross Lake community. Interviewers should be able to answer questions about the

study. This manual is designed to help the interviewers do this, although they can get help

from other members of the Study team if they have further questions.
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Generl Tnshretions for Tntetwiewers

1. If you know that an adult male household member will be impossible to reach, then

asir the he^d of the horrseholrl to inehrrle their e^tch in their reForf. Write on the comment

sheet (at the end of the questionnaire) that this questionnaire includes the catch of both the

head of the household and the adult male who cannot be reached.

Z. When entering numbers in the questionnaire (eg. question 18), mark the numbers

in the lines which are provided, starting from the right. For example, if someone killed

7 mallards it would look like - - 7.

3. After the questionnaire is completed, numerical entries should be totalled where

required. This applies to questions 18, 23,24,28,30,35, 38 and 40.

4. At the end of the questionnaire there is a list of Cree names for the species

harvested. Make sure that the person being interviewed knows which species they are

giving harvest data for.

5. For the pulpose of this study, the seasonal cycle begins on July 1, 1993. For the

pu{pose of the study the seasons are:
Summer/fail: July 1 to freezeup
Winter: Freezeup to breakuP
SFring: Breakup to June 30

6. Fill in any blank spaces in the questionnaire with a line if any of the questions do

not apply to the respondent. This will tell other members of the study team that the

question was not accidentally skipped.

7. Only include the harvest of traditional resources which were used by the

community. fot example: If a perso4 lived outside of the community for part of the year

and hunteã, then these catches would not be recorded unless the meat was sent back to

Cross Lake. This must be done because the questionnaire is designed to determine how

much traditional food is being ha¡vested by the Cross Lake community.

8. If the respondent harvests an animal which they were not actively hunting (eg-

shooting a duck while goose hunting) or which is part of a daily routine (eg. setting snares

while on t¡" trapline), then enter the amount of time for that activity as 1 day each time

it was done. lf nsn from a commercial catch a¡e used for domestic purposes, ask the

respondent to estimate the amount of time that was spent harvesting fish for domestic

consumption. This will provide the Study team with the best possible estimate of the

amount of time that the respondent was involved in the activity.
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I{ow to Fill (ìrrt the Qrrestionneire

Consent Form: (1) Each questionnaire will be given a number at the beginning of the

intewiew, which will be entered on both the consent form and in question t.

There are also spaces provided for entering the questionnaire number(s) of any

additional inærviJws which need to be conducted in the household (these additional

interviews will be identified when question #11 is answered).

(Z) Read the consent form to explain why the study is being done..-Inform the

person of how long the interview will take and how many questions will be asked.

if tn" person *out¿ like to look at the. questionnaire, or answer a few of the

questions before deciding to do the interview, this is f,rne.

(3) If the person decides to do the interview, make sure that the person signs the

*nr"nt form. If the person does not wish to sign the consent form, but still wishes

to do the interview, then the interviewer can sign the consent form for the

respondent. Remember to write in the name of the respondent on the consent form

if you sign Your name for them.

(4) If the person declines to do the interview, the reæon for declining should be

noted on the consent form by the interviewer'

(5) The consent form will be removed by Darwin Paupanekis once he has checked

to make sure that the questionnaire is complete. This will ensure that the

information on the questionnaiie remains confrdential.

4. Ask the respondent to indicate where they are presently living.

5. If a respondent falls into more than one of the categories, then record which

category best flrts their wage employment over the last year.

An example of nart-time-& year rnrrnd employment would be working part time

at the Northern thioughout the year, while an example of seasonal/c¿5u¿1

employment would be working construction contracts when they are available.

6. The term "married" includes common law marriages. Ask the respondent to

indicate their present marital status.

7. MALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD REPORT THEIR CATCH, AÑ-D THE

CATCH OF AI.TY FEMALES (INCLUDING THEIR PARTNER) AND ANY

CHILDREN LTVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD.
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TEMALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD REPORT fiIEIR CATCH' A¡ID THE

cATcIIoFA¡I"YoTHERFEMALESANDAI.IYCHILDREI.ILIVINGIN
THE IIOUSEIIOLD.

A}TY ÙÍALES LIVING IN TT{E HOUSEHOLD WHO WERE BORN BEFORE

JULY t, tiig REpoRT THErR caTcr{ IN a SEPARATE INTERVIEIV.

WRITETIIENAMEoFTIIESEPEoPLE,wHoAREToBE
INTERVIEWED LATER, IN QUESTION #10 WHEN YOU CONDUCT TIIE

INITIAL INTERVIE1V WITIT THE HEAD OF TÍIE HOUSEIIOLD'

8, 9, 10. Only the heads of households will answer these questions' Skip to question #11

for mares who were born before lury 1, r97g and who are not the head of the household.

The respondent should only indicate children, female adults and male adults which are

presently living in the household'

11. Tnfenqive hilnter: Regularly engaged in harvesting activities during the annual

cycle, and usually spends a month or more at a time in the bush'

Acfive hrrnter: Regularly engaged in harvesting activities during the annual cycle'

and usually spends a week or more at a time in the bush'

ocersinnelhllnfer:Irregularlyengagedinharvestingactivitiesduringtheannu,al
cycle, and usually sp"nds a day or a weekend in the bush'

Non-htrnter: Does not harvest country food at all'

12, L3. Only include traditiOnal resources which are shared within the community' For

example: If meat were sent to a family in winnipeg it would not be included as a

household in this question.

15. This includes vehicles which a¡e used for commercial and domestic harvesting

pu{poses. For this question it doesn't matter if the equipment is owned' rented or

borrowed.

L6,22,27,33,37,42. If the person answers "no" to part I of any of these

questions, then fill ou, p^rt 2 to indicate the reason why they weren't involved in this

fesource harvesting activiþ. Then follow the instructions in bold, which indicate the next

question to continue with.

If person chooses "other" in part 2, the interviewer should make a note of why the person

did not harvesr ttrritypt of t .dirional food. The interviewer should then give Darwin

Paupanekis this information, who will keep a record..This separate record will make it

easier for the study team to review these cãmments when the data is analyzed.
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18,24,30,35,40,44. Ask the respondent to include time spent travelling to
hunting, trapping and fishing locations when they estimate how much time they spent at

each of these activities.

19,20,25,3I,36, 4I, 4 , 46. The information from these questions is important

because it is the basis of the land use maps which will be created for the final report. The

study requires that people indicate 5 by 5 km squares where harvesting took place.

Squares where harvesting activities took place are written in the questionnaire using the

National Topographic System G.ffÐ code. This code is made up of 3 sizes of squares.

The largest set of squares are indicated by 2 capital letters (eg. MR), the 10 by l0 km

squares are indicated by 2 numbers (r¿ngrng from 00 to 99) and the 5 by 5 km squares are

indicated by a 1, 2,3 or 4 (see diagram). Therefore the final code for a location will have

two letærs and three numbers (eg. MR2la). Make sure to include any zeros, if applicable,
when indicating the l0 by l0 km squares (eg. write 02 instead of just 2). If a person

indicaæs an entire 10 by 10 km square, then you don't need to enter the fìnal number, as

all four of the 5 by 5 km squares will be considered as marked (eg. MR21). If the num er
for the 10 by 10 km square is not written on the map, then figure out he number by
following the example in the diagram below. Find the bottom left corner of the 10 by 10

km square (the one marked with the large black dot in the diagram). Then find the

number on the bottom of the map which lines up with this corner (in the diagram it lines

up with the number 2), and, then the number on the side of the map which lines up with
this corner (in the diagram it lines up with the number 1). Combine these numbers, the

bottom number first and the side number second, to get the l0 by l0 km square number
(in the diagram the combined number is 2l).
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If harvest activity took place in a location which is not on the NTS maps (eg. hunting for

uig g.." in sast<atctrewan¡, then indicate the location by naming the province in which the

,rãofuo harvesting activity took place and a landmark which is close to the location (eg.

a town and highway, hilhway ìntersections). Mark the location on a roadmap if an

obvious tan¿ma¡t dós noiexist. vtatce sure that location is written on the questionnair€,

and that the srudy team will be able to find the landmark which you indicated- Please

remind the person being interviewed that the questionnaire is confidential, and that this

information will make the study complete and accurate.

23, Zg. This includes fish caught for domestic use by angling and wiih nets. If fish

are sold later on (e.g. smoked and thén sold), stitl include these fish in your report. Fish

which are caught fór dog food a¡e also included in this question.

29, ig. For these questions, report harvest levels of sturgeon and big game for the

trvå yean previous to the in oy. we are collecting this additional information in order to

make the studY more comPlete.

:.4. The respondent shoutd inelrrrle eo,:mmercinl enrl domectiLcetches of furbearers.

This includes furs which a¡e discarded (e.g. damaged by predators, used for bait). This

is unlike questions 18,24,29,31,39,-4L, 44 and 49 which only ask.for domestic

han¡ests. Remember that for the purpose of this study, black bear are considered to be a

furbea¡er.

36. If the respondent can provide specific trapping locations, then record the square

numbers as is done with otheiquestioni using the coded maps. If the person.tnps in all

areas of their trapline, and .*ñot indicate specific areas, then write the trapline number

in the space.

38. FOr "Average number of people in the part}l", record the average number of

hunters if there was-more than 1 tciu. ror example: If there were 2 hunters for the first

kill and 4 hunters for the second kill, then write in "3"'

3g, 39. For these questions, "harvest" means to kill and retrieve the animal. Do

not include animals which were not found'

47, 4g. ,,'Wood for consür¡ction" includes wood which is cut by the respondent for

purposes other than firewood (eg. building a cabin on a trapline).
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Completing the Qr restinnnai re

1. When the interview is completed, the questionnaire is reviewed by the Junior

Interviewer to make sure that it is complete. If any components are missing, make sure

þ go back and comPlete them.

Z. The questionnaire is then given to Darwin Paupanekis. As the Senior Harvest

Interviewer, he will also read it over to make sure it is complete and will store it for

safekee,ping. The consent form will be removed to make the questionnaire confidential,

and the information will be analyzed by the Study team.

3. Any additional commens which the Junior Interviewer may have should be written

on a rup"iate piece of paper and given to Darwin Paupanekis. These comments could

include noting the wilinlnèss of thé person to be interviewed, when people are available

to be interviewed and how well people can answer the questions. It would be especially

helpful to note any people who are willing to talk about harvesting country food before

Ienþg was built, as this is another component of the Study which will be conducted later.

Comments from the interviews which may be helpful for the consumption survey

should also be recorded. The purpose of this is to make the second set of interviews run

as smoothly as possible. A blank sheet of paper is provided at the end of the questionnaire

for these comments.


